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CALLS IT HIS “BEST SEASON”

A

OW many families whose members have
been dispersed and scattered, far and
wide, in the restless struggle of life,
and then reunited, and meet once again in that
happy state of companionship and mutual goodwill which is a source of such pure and unalloyed
delight, and one so incompatible with the cares

H

Back to his heme town of St.

George comes Earle H. Barter, after
officiating for six successive sea-

CHARLES DICKENS.

For New England Fish
Products
Maine lobsters are being flown
to the West Coast from Boston
twice weekly, according to an an
nouncement made by Prank J.
Beach, Regional! Cargo Traffic
Manager of American Airlines.
“We promised io open up new
markets for New England products
when we announced our new Air
freight service last October—and
that Is just what we’re doing now,
. opening up a new market for lob
sters where they have never been
sold beore,” Beach said.

The lobster shipments are going
to the famous Sardis Restaurant
in Los Angeles who are including
them on their d.nner menus. “At
present we are shipping them
cooked, but presently we expect to
Airfreight live lobsters—people like
to see them wiggle," Beach said.
American Airlines Airfreight en
gineers are working on special ship
ping containers for the air trans
portation of lobsters and fish, and
expect to come up with the solu
tion soon. Lobsters, in particular,
present an extremely difficult ship
ping problem'—if the temperature is
too cold they are subject to pneu
monia .when it is too hot they suf
focate, and in addition fresh water
will kill them. Tney can be kept
alive in salt water, but the chief
concern in air transportation is the

elimination of dead weight.

Surveys have indicated that great.

untouched markets exist in the
heavily populated cities of the Mid
west for the fish products of New
England. Mr. Beach premised that
these markets would soon be
opened: up by his airline’s new Air
freight service. ' “We are not in
terested in the products now being
carried by other forms of transpor
tation," Mr. Beach declared, "we
intend to help sell fresh fish where
it has never been sold before."
iA new era cf .merchandising is be
ing launched, according to the air
line official. Beach drew attention
to the menus offered by seafood
restaurants in Boston—fillet of cod,
fillet of flounder, fillet of sole.
“That’s what we intend to do,’’ he
said “ship just the fillet, leaving the

Earle H. Barter, who has com
pleted his sixth season as baseball
umpire in the South.

sons as baseball umpire in the Pied
mont (Va ) League. The picture
of health, and happy over iwhat he
terras his best season Earle is look
ing forward to a continuation of
his duties another Summer and
possible advancement to an even

Mrs. Smith Was Here

inedible, waste parts of the fish

That's what we are doing now with
fresh vegetables—leaving the gar
bage where it is grown in the fields
and just transporting the edible
part .cleaned and
celophanewnapped, ready for the pot.”
As scon as their war contribu
tion in carrying essential war ma
terials will no longer be necessary.
Beach promised wholesale air ship
ments of New England lish to new
markets in the Midwest and to the
West Coast.
RUBINSTEIN CONCERT

Don't forget that excellent con
cert at the Congregational Church
next Friday at |8 p. m. Take a sil
ver collection arid enjoy an evening
of music—all done in the Christ
mas spirit for Red Cross benefit,
and help sing Christmas carols.

State Head Ot Parent-Teach

er Asso., Dined By Local
Branch
A meeting of the newly organized
Rockland Parent-Teacher Associa
tion was held in the High School
Auditorium Thursday night with
Mrs. Leroyi Smith of Winterport,
President of the Maine Congress of
Parents and Teachers, as guest
speaker.
Mrs Smith, a very charming and
talented speaker, gave a short his
tory of the founding and growth of
the Parent-Teacher Associations,
which have a total membership of
over 3 000 C00 men and women.
The organization and aims of the
association were also most inter
estingly and clearly presented. Mrs.
Smith made many valuable sugges
tions during the question period
which followed her mam address,
in regard to the plans already un
derway for the setting up of sepa
rate Parent-Teacher groups in dif
ferent sections of Rockland early
in January.
Preceding the meeting at the

NOTICE!
JjpCarol Singers taking part in
the sing to be held at the Honor
Roll Board Saturday, Dec. 23, are
reminded to meet promptly at
4.30 P. M. at Community Build
ing. Wear warm clothing and
if possible bring flashlights.
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CHRISTMAS CAROLS”
SATURDAY, DEC. 23, AT 5.00 P. M.

Llewellyn F. Yattaw, 37, farmer
ended his life yesterday morning by
I hanging. Mr. Yattaw had a serious
i more important assignment
operation 12 years ago and had
The season of 1944 opened April
27. and the end of the 140-game
been able to do only a limited
series found Lynchburg at the head
amount of work at farming. His
of the standing later to become un
body, in a shea near the home was
disputed champion in the playoff
found by his wife the former Ruth
series
A Watson. He left a note, declar
The other teams in the Piedmont
ing that he was sick and could not
League were Roanoke, Norfolk,
go on with a broken back.
Poitrmcuth, Richmond and (New
Selectman Alfred E. Morton and
port News. A largely increased at
Hartwell Davis notified Medical Ex
tendance was noted, 1.0,000 tans at
aminer Charles D. North after
tending cne of the post-season
making a preliminary investigation.
games between Norfolk and Ports
The suicide was due to desponden
mouth.
cy. Dt. North said.
Typical Southern weather marked j
Mr. Yattaw was born in Waldo
the season, only three or four games
boro, the son of Frank and Eliza
being rained out.
beth (Kaler) Yattaw. He is sur
Umpire Barter made his head
vived by his wife and three children
quarters in Norfolk, where the
Gloria, Llewellyn F.
and Frank
Frank D. Elliot
League offlee is located. Tlie League
f
or
his
parents,
who
live
in
Rockport;
Sixth War Loan chairman
was "scouted’’ by the majors, with
two
brothers,
Lewis
Yattaw
of
Thomaston.
the result that five Lynchburg play
Rockport and Walter Yattaw of
ers were sent to the International
For the second time in a row Rockland, six sisters, Mrs. Viol°
League.
Thomaston has made its quota to Maker of Clark Island, Mrs. Gurney
Asked how he likes the South. raise $100,003 in cash by a town uf I Rainey of Augusta, Mrs. Fred Pei
Earle’s response was prompt and
ansu of Spruce Head. Mrs. Maynard
2.000 population is no small underemphatic.
Pierce, IMrs. Earle Dodge and Mrs.
"It’s perfect," said he. "The citi taking. The people came through in Marjorie Terriault of Rockport,
zens have been very nice to me and no uncertain terms determined if and a grandmother, Mrs Walter
gave a iwarm greeting to my wife, at all possible to see that the job Fitch of Woolwich.
who spent a fortnight there at the was done right and to prove to the
Services will be at the home of
close of last season.
his parents in Rockport Thursday
Earle H Barter is a baseball en Thomaston boys in service that the afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. Henry
Van Deman of Damariscotta,
thusiast .rom the tip of his shoes folks on tlie home front are behind
to the top of his hat, and his suc them 100%.
officiating. Interment will be in
The last end of every drive is the Roadside cemetery. Friendship.
cess in the South is very gratify
hard part, and this one was no ex
ing to his friends everywhere.
ception.. The $100,000 mark was
readied by the purchase of bonds Come, Say Your Say
Starts Eleventh Year by Capt. Wooc.ro,v Wilson, recently
returned from the Mediterranean Public Is Warmly Invited To
Area.
Large Audience Greeted Dr. The committee desires to thank
Speak Its Mind On
the
466
purchasers
of
bonds
in
this
Lowe At Universalist
Educational Matters
6th War Lean drive and is particu
Church Sunday
larly grateful to the 28 workers who
“Come and say your say" will be
gave
so
freely
of
their
time
to
make
the
order of the night Dec. 28 at
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe, be
the drive a success. The co-opera 7.30 in the Tower Rocm in Com
ginning his 11th year as minister of tion of the Lawrence Portland Ce munity Building) when the new
the Church of Immanuel, Univer ment, Co. is also appreciated.
Charter Committee will hold a
The spirit of putting Thomaston public meeting with all citizens in
salist, was greeted, at the Sunday
morning service by a large congre “over" was evident from the start vited to be on hand and freely and
on Nc«v. 20 and at 12 o’clock De?. 36 frankly express their views.
gation of parishoners and friends.
Especially interesting this meet
Dr. Lowe’s inspiring discourse was the job was finished with a total of
$ ICO 250.
ing
is bound to be (because it is
on the topic, “Tne Words of Wis
called
by Frederic Bird’s Educa
dom We Find in Jesus' Teachings.’’
Miss Lotte McLaughlin sang two preacher, not very far from Rock tional group and will concern itself
solos: “The Voice in the Wilderness" land, in, the little town c< Orland. with these two highly controversial
and "Look Down Dear Lord." Miss Maine, a few miles below Bucks issues.
1. Should the School Board be
Mary Lawry was organist. There port. He was a student then just
will be a special recognition of the beginning ar.d now after almost permitted to determine for itself
10th anniversary of Dr. Lowe's pas half a century of preaching he is the amount of tax money to be
torate at the circle supper tomor moving up toward the end of his spent for the function of Education
ministry, in the same general vi or should the City Council continue
row night at 6 o’clock.
cinity.
The little white church in (as it now does, and1 always has)
The church bulletin Sunday car
Orland where he preached, not his to determine the amount of money
ried the following item:
‘Ten years ago this morning—it first but his second sermon, is no to be spent for (Education, as it
was Dec. 16 that year—Dr. and Mrs. longer standing. The highway to does for all other functions?
2. Should the School Board be an
Lowe began their Rockland minis Castine passes over the ground
Administrative [Board (as it is now),
try. It is rather interesting to note, where it once stood.
Dr. and Mrs. Lowe are grateful or an Advisory (Board whose sole
in passing, that it was 45 years ago,
tc
their friends In the Church and administrative power is selection of
in the Summer of 1899 that your
beyond
it in the city for ten of the School Superintendent?
minister began his career as a
happiest years they have experi
This is an inyitation. to every
enced in their life together. Their citizen *to attend and to put his
High School, the executive commit only regret is that they could not
ideas into words No punches will
tee arranged a (Dinner for Mrs.
have done more for the cause, ac be pulled. The discussion will be
Smith at Hotel Rockland. Those complished more for the Church.
attending were Supt. and1 Mrs. For all that has been accomplished, free and full. The matter concerns
Robert B. Lunt, Principal Joseph E. and the record speaks for itself, every citizen and especially those
Blaisdell, Mr. and Mrs. John M. they are indebted to the patifence with children or grandchildren.
Pomeroy. Mrs. Alfred G. Hemp- ~d 7o;bea;””'of' their‘'people,
E. Carl Moran, Jr., chairman of
stead, Mrs. Earle C. Perry, Mr. and who, from the first have given
the
Adoption Committee,
Mrs. Joseph W. Robinson, Mr. and them their united and wholehearted was SCharter
peaker at the Kiwanis meetMrs. Oliver W. Holden.
support.’’
ing last night, giving practically
Dr. and ^Lowe's son, Sgt. John the same talk as given at the Bap
Smith tLowe. Jr., is in service in the tist Men’s League Thursday night.
European Theater of War.
He urged that all citizens attend
the public meeting at Community
Read The Courier-Gazette
Building Dec. 28, when the various
points of the proposed: city charter
would be discussed. Sherman Dan
iels with Arthur F. Lamb at the
CAPABLE
piano, led the song session.

t^l^Under the auspices of the Rockland Kiwanis
Club, with Mrs. Ruth Sanborn as director, 100
young people of the Girl Scouts, Junior Rubinstein
Club and the Rockland High School Glee Clubs, will
assemble at the Honor Roll Board on Main street on
Saturday, Dec. 23, at 5 P. M. and sing Christmas
Carols.
I^I^This offering will be ©tor tribute at the season of
the rear to Mockland's Boys und Girls in service and
it is hoped that our citizens will join us in remembering those whose Christmas will be spent in distant
W lands.

ROCKLAND KIWANIS CLUB.
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The Black Cat

Col. I. Leslie Cro-s, who served as
department commander of the
Sons of Union Veterans in 1935,
and who had been actively iden-

(By The Roving Reporter)

ED. POINTER'S POEM

Christmas? It cannot be
true!
And it will not be true unless
We shoulder bravely our distress
And stoutly drive our furrow
through.
Christmas Itself was born ln pain.
And pain has been, our common
lot.
But Joy follows, and we're not
Dismayed, but count lt as a gain.
So count lt now, and let us make.
No matter what our private grief.
Just to keep keen their young
belief.
Glad Christmas for the children's
sake.
».
Frank P. Sibley
Christmas, 1944

- Glad

The Late I. Leslie Cross

A new arrival at Rose Hill Farm
owls Head, yesterday created sur
prise and enthusiasm. It was a baby
lamb, which has been named
"Santa.'’ Such happenings are said
to be unusual at this season of the
year. Dr. Robert Emery is the proud
owner.
Edfward Pease picked, a bouquet
of buttercups off the lawn at the
home of V L. Beverage in North Ha
ven Nov. 30.

About two months ago, a North
Haven woman was crossing a field
and removed her glasses and laid
them on a lumber pile nearby as she
passed through a'section of fence.
Following her was her four months
old puppy which evidently picked
up the glasses and carried them
away for upon her return no glasses
were to be found The family and
neighbors hunted at intervals for
several days but no trace of the
glasses could be found. Supposing
they were definitely lost, the lady
purchased a new pair. After nearly
two months had elapsed she was
out in the back yard picking up
wood, looking up, she saw to her
surprise and joy the puppy coming
toward her carrying, the “lost”
spectacles in his mouth.

Our
Appleton
Correspondent
Mrs. Grace H Johnson thinks her
neighbor, Mrs. James Belcher, is
high line when it comes to knitting.
She has knit 14 pairs of mittens in
the past 20 days. Who can beat lt?
“Not I," says Mrs. Johnson.
One year ago: Burleigh M. Esancy
of Union suffered multiple injuries
while werking in a gravel pit.—Pvt.
Harold D. iLayr of Union died! from
wounds received in aJiicn in
Italy—An exploding dryer in Ar
thur F. Lamb’s shop did serious
damage. — Among the deaths:
Thomaston, Mrs. Albert D. Davis,
81; Rockland, William S. Burns, 83;
Camden, George C. Hopkins, 81;
Rockland. Charles A Chambers, 67;
Rcckland, Mrs. Clarence Blake, 86;
Loweil. Mass , Lewis Robbins, for
merly of Union, 79.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week.
The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

UNDER THE HOLLY BOUGH

Ye wjio have scorned each other,

_

The Town Books will be closed Jan. 1, 1945, for the
year ending Dec. 31, 1944. All money due the town
and bills against the town should be in by tjiat time.
Lovelier, more lasting than any
other gift—the diamond! Spark
ling gems of beauty mounted in
elegantly designed settings. Place
one of our magnificent rings on
her finger Christmas morning and
you’ll bring a light to her tfyes—a
glow in her he.ut forever. Choose
this most cherished gift now frero
our many beautiful styles and be
assured of quality an>l lasting
beauty.

DANCE
CHRISTMAS NIGHT

MONDAY, DECEMBER 25

Community Building
Music By

LEIGHTON

JEWELER

357 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

The Rockland Society for the Or Injured friend or brother,
thLs fast fading year;
Hard of Hearing will not meet this YeInwho.
by word or deed.
week. The next meeting will be Dec. Have made a kind heart bleed.
Come gather here.
28 in the First Baptist Church.

By Order,
W. H. BRAGG, R. W. CAREY. GEORGE FONTAIN,
Selectmen of South Thomaston.
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NATIVE EGGS WANTED

LINOLEUM

TEL. ItOCKLAND 673

Life and Fire insurance are uni
versally accepted. Why should
the health and safety of your
family be less important. Insure
against Maine winters with
Trinidad Roof—Insul Sidings
and Trinityle Floors.

N. B. PLENTY OF EMPTY CASES

CALL ROCKLAND 1494

rt

I

HAROLD BATES and his ORCHESTRA
Tickets 55c, including tax

.. .. .. .. . Number 101.

I. Leslie Cross

tified with local patriotic bodies
over a long period of years, died
at his home on Grace street Satur
day afternoon after an illness of
some weeks. (His age of 80 years
'attained Nov. 25 was belied by his
personal appearance" and physical
activities' which were daily familiar
along the st<eet until he was over
taken by his final illness.
Col. Cross who rose to the head
of one of Maine's foremost patriotic
organizations, was born Nov. 25,
1864, at Owl's Head, son of George
E. and Frances (Sparks) Cross. The
family carae to ftockland in 1874
The young man took ut> railroad
ing, on a passenger train running
between Philadelphia and1 Oxford,
Penn. Sixteen mcnths later he was
in a bad: railroad accident and re
turned home. In 1894 he learned
the tailoring trade, and1 has been in
that business for himself nearly 40
years.
He became a member of Ander
son Camp in 1887, by virtue of the
fact that his father had served in
the 19th Maine Regiment during
the Civil War. He served as com
mander of the Camp in 1932 and
1903, and in 1933—his fine work
having attracted statewide atten
tion—he was made junior vice com
mander at the Bangor convention.
He was elected senior vice com
mander the following year, in Au
gusta, and in 1935 had the unusual
distinction of being elected depart
ment commander by unanimous
vote.
Col. Cross was a past commander
of Ralph R. Ulmer Camp of Span
ish War Veterans; was a 32d de
gree Mason, and belongs to the Bap
tist Men’s League.
In spite of his advancing years
Col. Cross was found daily at his
place of business zat The Brook
dropping in for neighborly calls
during the day, his genial presence
compelling for him a degree of lik
ing which will result in his being^
greatly missed along the street.
He is survived by his wife, one
daughter, Mrs. Percy G. Merrifield
of West Somerville, Mass.; a grand
daughter, Miss Nathalie Merrifield;
four brothers, Justin L. and Ibrook
C. of Rockland, George’ E. of Thom
aston, and Harry of Boston; and
three sisters, Mrs. Annie Lamson
of Waltham, Mass., Mrs. Bertha
Wakh and Mrs.^ Etta Parker of
North Cambridge, Mass.
Services will be held at 2 o'clock
this
afternoon at the Burpee par
HOUSEKEEPER
Miss Virginia Witham, daughter lors.
of Elmer Witham of Lawrence
Wanted
street, has returned to her home
NEW TAX COMING
from Kent’s Hill to spend the
A
tax
bill will be presented to the
IMMEDIATELY
Christmas holidays. Miss Witham,
Legislature
this year to tax poula member of the Freshman class in
APPLY
trymen
10c
per case for eggs. If
the Junior College, is a member of
you
wish
to
learn more about this
104 PLEASANT STREET the school choir, and took part in tax bill, attend
the meeting that
the Christinas Carol Service pre
ROCKLAND, MAINE
will
be
held
Wednesday
night at
sented: in Torsey Memorial Church
Rookland High School. Charles M
Dec. 10
White, Bureau of Markets. Augusta,
will be the speaker.
Ralph Hunt, President
Knox County P. I. A
NOTICE!

TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON

------------------------------------------------------------------:------------------------------ y

Dancing from 8.30 to 12.30

“Could Not Go On”

the South Six Years

of the most civilized nations, and the rude tradi
tions of the roughest savages, alike number it
among the first joys of a future condition of ex
istence provided for the best and happy! How
many old recollections, and how many dormant
sympathies, does Christmas time awaken!

-V New Markets Being Found

Good For Thomaston!

Volume 99

Had Big War Loan Quota, Despondent Over Condition Death Of Rockland Man
/|
*| Earle H. Barter Of St. George Has Umpired In
Llewellyn Yattaw of Friend Prominent In Masonry and
Bul
WentOver
ship Commits Suicide
Patriotic Bodies
$

and sorrows of the world, that the religious belief

Lobsters By Plane

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 19,1944

SWIFT & CO.
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THE TRINIDAD STORE
468. ALAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Let sinned against, and sinning.
Forget their strife's beginnnAng
And Join tn friendship now;
Be links no longer broken.
Be sweet forgiveness spoken,
Under the Holly Bough.
Ye who have loved each other.
Sister and friend and brother.
In this fast fading year;
Mother and sire and child
Young man and maiden mild.
Come gather here;
And let your hearts grow fonder.
As memory shall ponder
Each paid unbroken vow.
Old loves and' younger wooing
Are sweet ln the renewing.
Under the Holly Bough.
Ye who have nourished sadness.
Estranged from hope and gladness,
In this fast fading year;
Ye. with o'erburdened mind.
Made aliens from your kind,
Ccme gather here
Let not the useless sorrow
Pursue you night and morrow.
If e'er you hoped, hope now—
Take heart;—uncloud your faces
And Join ln our embraces.
Under the Holly Bough.
—Charles Mackay.

,

The Courier-Gazette
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Killed In Germany

Book Review
K. S. P.

Pilots Also Pray. By Tom Har
mon. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New
York.
'A fine Irish family life is meas
ured in this picture by happiness
and good deeds. Also one finds hu
mor and diisputes between a group of
children, growing up in one house
hold, yet in this drawing one can
feel beauty of desire for higher
truths for strength in character,
so frequent to encounter in the
unspoiled experiences of youth
when fate wills him a home life
such as Tom Harmon had.
There are the colorful and excit
ing war months in Army Air
Forces, escapes from the dreadful
Japs and the jungles. The stout
hearted soldiers live in this book
and one can feel the pathos of their
courageous gift of life for the case.
Don't miss this book and this big
man.
Kathleen S. Fuller

FOR GOOD CLEAN

USED CARS

lUSEDCARSI
1
■y........ -

rcckland
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We do not know what the city’s plans
are in connection with the vacant lot at the
corner of Limerock and White streets where
the two converging brooks have just been
walled and covered with granite, but
assume that eventually the lot will be filled and graded
possibly fcr the pupose of converting it into a small park. The
surroundings lend themselves admirably to that purpose, as
all cf the city’s public buildings are located almost within
a stone's throw. The question is sometimes asked, with per
haps not overmuch thought behind it, why go to the ex
pense of building a park? Do such persons know’ of any other
city of modern ideas which has no place where strangers can
sit in the open.
The city has two other parks, to be sure—one the Scho
field-White Park opposite the foot of Talbot avenue, but it
has no resting facilities except baseball bleachers and a seat
for the baseball players. This newspaper’s suggestion made
seme time ago that a row of benches be placed on the ridge
overlooking the park has never been followed, although it
would answer the purpose admirably. The other park to
w’hich reference has been made lies on Broadway—alto
gether too remote for visitors' use. and too remote, also, for
local sports patrons. The proposed park need not foe elabo
rate a4id the expense need not be large after the filling andi
grading has been done, but we believe it w’ould be a popular
resort for rest seekers and even band concerts. Meantime the
corner has been made safe for traffic. Which is certainly
something.

5

3

Thomaston Freshmen (12)
G. . F.
Dana, If ............
3 1
Watts, rf ..........
2 1
Bell, c __________ 0
0
Torrey, lg ...................
Chapman, lg ............

0
0

0
0

Miller, rg ..... .........

0

0

Total ..............
Referee, Trask.

5 2

The Christmas spirit which Utkes into
SNOW ACTS account those lonely guardians of our
AS SANTA
coast—the lightkeepers and Coast Guard1
stations—was again in evidence Sunday a nd
CLAUS
Monday when "Edward Rowe Snow’ of Bos
ton played the role of sky Santa Claus, flying hundreds of
miles along the New England coast, laden with Christmas
gifts, which were dropped not only for the lightkeepers but
occupants cf isolated harbor and coastal paints where troops
are stationed. A great deal cf credit goes to Captain Wil
liam H. Wincapaw, who originated this thoughtful plan, and
to Edward Rcwe Snow who has gone to the pains of per
petuating it.

«c
The setback sustained by the Yankee
THE WAR NEWS troops over the week-end not only dispellod
IS NOT
whatever hopes may have been cherished
SO GOOD fcr the early ending of the war, but the
rather current idea that w’e were having a
walkover in Naziland. The Germans came back with unex
pected vigor and regained much of the ground which we
prided ourselves upon winning. On top of this unfortunate
occurrence comes an emphatic statement from Pacific head
quarters that the Japs will still be cn their feet and fighting
in 1946, and that Tokyo is prepared to meet our air assaults.

Home on a 2O-day furlough which
includes Christmas and New Years
is Corp. Irving McConchie of the
Air Force, based in Miami Beach,
Fla.
* ♦ * ♦
Pvt. Henry H Gove. 19. son of
Mr. and Mrs. George IR. Gove of 30
Groveland street, Haverhill, Mass,
has been missing in Germany since
Nov. 25. His mother is a former
Rockland iwcman, Kathleen Fiske,
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Fiske. An older son.
First Lieut. Fiske B. Gove, with
the Fourth Armored Division, is in
France or Germany.

Pvt. Gove ia

believed to have been with General
Patton’s Third Anmy. He gradu
ated from Haverhill High Schcol in
1943; entered service July 10th of
that year, and had been overseas
seven weeks.
* * * *
The new address of (Donald A.
Huntley. Sic, of Simmons street,
Rockland, is: AMM, Air Crewman
Div'n, Class 9 M1P, Lake City, {Fla.
He is there for live weeks training,
having recently been transferred
from Purcell, Okla.
* * * *
Midshipman 'Robert Chisholm,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Chisholm
of (Rockland was among 1023 men
commissioned as (Ensigns, United
States Naval Reserve, in ceremonies
held today in the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine, iNew York. z£he
group was the 21st class to be
graduated from this oldest and
largest Naval Reserve Officers'
Schcol, and bring the total number
of graduates from the New York
School to more than 18,700. The

genuity and contributed a great
deal to the first large scale night
iPvt. Charles E Seaman, son of parachute operation undertaken by
Lieut* (s. g.) and Mrs. Horace S. the United States Army.”
Seaman, of Rockland, is home cn
a 10-days’ leave.
He recently
«s NORTH HAVEN
graduated1 as valedictorian of his
Mr. dnd Mrs. Austin Joy and son
battery. His address is: Btry. C, David were recent guests of their
52d FA. Training Bn., Sect. 5, Camp parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stone
Roberts, Calif. Pvt. Seaman and and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joy.
his .mother recently visited Lieut.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Parson were
Seaman in Boston. SlSgt. Richard home from Rockland Friday.
H. Seaman, another son, who was
Mr. an Mrs. Joel Reed of Stafford
shot down in Iran in June 1944, is Springs, Conn., came Saturday for
now a radio operator on a C-47 of a visit with her parents Mr. and
the Troop Carrier Command in Mrs. W. S. Hopkins.
China. His address may be ob
Dr. L. H. Banks of Walpole, Mass,
tained from his mother, Mrs. has been in town the past week.
SC
Horace S Seaman, care of Mrs.
The High School presented the
Herbert Sidelinger, 8 Parris street, three-act play “Toby Helps Out,” at
Portland. 4, Maine.
the Grange Hall Friday, which was
well attended and very successful.
The “(Legion of Merit” has been The play was followed by a dance
awarded to 1st ILieut. Harry M. with music by Bernard Mills with
Masters ef Round Pond, a grand accordion and Freda Mills at the
son of Capt. Bill Masters of the old piano. ’
Mrs. Elston Beverage has re
Masters & Starrett firm in Thom
aston, and a son of Harry Masters, turned from Knox Hospital where
deceased.
The citation says: she was a surgical patient.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Water
He performed outstanding services
as platoon leader in a parachute man have returned frbm a visit in
infantry’ company from June 1 to Boston and Marblehead. Mr. Water
30, 1943. In addition t-o the super man underwent a tonsilectomy.
13 vision of the training and adminis
The grade schools with Miss Fan
tration of his platoon, he prepared ny Ames and Miss Elinor Brown,
the parachute loading plan which teachers, closed Friday for the
proved to be a major administrative Christmas vacation, with Christmas sc
contribution to the success of the tree and entertainment of recita
airborne attack on Sicily. He tions and singing by the pupils, at
worked long hours in compilation the school rooms. Parents and
and analysis of data and in.the , friends were invited.
consolidation of, esfeential equip
ment. He also undertook the in ISTENANT’S HARBORS
12 vention and construction of the
Mrs. Allen Watts recently enterspecial equipment necessary to im- j tained the “Four Effers” at a
plement the plan He displayed in- Christmas party.

|

BALANCING WHEELS

♦ ♦ * *

Howard B Stetson. SHc of the
Navy, son of Mrs. Walter K. Butler
of Thomaston, has been home on a
short leave, for the first time since
April, 1944. He has made six trips
across. His address may be obtained
from his family.
* « * *
An Eighth Air Force fighter sta
tion, England—Sgt. Arthur Lind,
son of (Mr. an'd (Mrs. Alfred Lind, 9

Linden street, Rockland, recently
completed a cne-week course of
study in a technical school on the
armament of the P-51 Mustang
fighter plane.
Staff Sgt. Lind is an armament
specialist • in Col. Hubert Zemke’s

SHOES FOR BOYS

*5

Pvt. Seeley W. Laird, son of Mrs.
John F. Abbctt of 9 Weeks street,
Rockland, is in the Philippines.
Friends may obtain his address
from his mother.

* • * *
George P. Hallowell, EMlc, Seabees. son of Mrs. Alice Vasso, ar
rived home last night on a 28-day
furlough, surprising his family. He
has been overseas in Southern
France ten months. He was 16 days
on his way home, passing through
one terrific sterm in the Atlantic.
He is visiting his wife and daughter
at 1 Fulton street. Rockland.

WHAT BETTER GIFT?

54 PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

PHONE 124
- a ’ Iflr

S.

The romance and intriguing history of bells as told in lecture form
and through the -written word 1ms
brought wide recognition to Mrs
Everett C. Herrick of Newtcn. Mass,
well and favorably known in this
city. Viewing bells through the
eyes of the scholar, historian and
poet Mrs. Herrick gives to the bed
a dignity and a rightful import
ance in the religious, civic and so
cial life cf the nation which it
never held bcfoio . •
'XA
In the photograph above is shown ”

a corner of Mrs. Herrick’s bell
library. The picture is used through
courtesy of the unique magazine
The Think Tank which recently
featured her work.
The many local friends of Mrs.
Herrick will be pleased to know
that she is making steady recovery
frem her recent serious illness
though she still remains under a
physician’s care.
While home he visited his wife at
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Goodale, Rockland, and
his mother, Mrs. Florence Dyer o.
Owl’s Head.
* * * *
Lieut

(j.g.)

Grant

F.
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foeahments aervd
Community B
was well filled
Waterville High
feated Rocklan I
A detailed repo; [
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newspaper.
Pvts. Charle.1
Howard A Tin nJ
S. C. are home

The address < J
Lellan, A. S, is
Naval Training |
N. Y.

A

Davis,

USNR, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge
B. Davis of IRockland, now has a
San Francisco Fleet Poetoffice ad

Kenneth L. Ml
son of Mrs. Willi
Rockland, is no\J

Fleet Postoffice
be obtained fr<
Center street.
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Overseas in
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Visit Clinton I
trist for a pair <|
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Phone 590 City.

For Cl
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$3.001

SOMETHING HERE FOR EVERYBODY
SUGGESTIONS FOR HIM

FOR HER

OTHER SUGGESTIONS

GENUINE

GLASS SALT and

LEATHER

PEPPERS

■

WITH STERLING TOPS

BILLFOLDS

$2.25 pair

$2.40 to $15.00

PEKOE ANt

STERLING SILVER
LADIES’DIAMOND

SALT and PEPPERS

RINGS

$10.00 to $15.00

ip
■ti •
■* up ffir ttp tgfttp tar i<ptar it- • i

CHRISTI

$32.50 to $600.00

All Size1

AND HIGHER

RUSSELl
TEL.

EXQUISITE PEARLS
fr

SINGLE, DOUBLE AND
TRIFLE STRANDS

$4.00 to $40.00

FITTED CASES
$5.00 to $27.50

MASONIC RINGS

$25.00 to $35.00.

COSTUME JEWELRY

REV.
RUT|
Confidential I

PINS and CLASPS

STERLING SILVER

WE ALSO HAVE A
SELECTION OF

CANDLE STICKS

BRACELETS

$10.00 to $20.00

CUFF LINKS

DIAMOND WEDDING

BIRTH STONE RINGS

TIE and COLLAR

RINGS

HAND PAINTED

$37.50 to $200.00

TRAYS

BLACK ONYX RINGS

STATIONERY

MANICURE SETS

PERFUME

SETS
PEN KNIVES
IDENTIFICATION

ODD FELLOWS’
,

All persons
their problems,!
tions, $1.00 aiv(
lope to

TT '

*

LADIES’ DIAMOND
WATCHES

RINGS
All Merchandise Priced
Tax Included

P. O. Box 5!j
M<
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promp|
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FOR S/j
Morse B
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HOLLOW WARE
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FOB OVER 50 YEARS
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Mrs. Everett C. Herrick

The members
lief Corps are pl|
enjoyable day
afternoon will btl
hour of cards, «|
A picnic suppe
Christmas tree,
titled to invite |
supper. They an
nish extra. The
will be distributfj

'tis

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

» * * *
Dyer, CM2e,

George G.

Drive in for a Winter tune-up NOW.

Plenty of factory engineered Parts.

I

Ilf

BUY WAR BONDS NOW

We have trained mechanics

U.S.O. rooms.
Dec
21
At W
erettas presented
schools.
Dec. 22—Christi
binstetn.
Club
Church.
Dec. 25—Chrl.stn
Dec. 26 "Swopj
Jan.
4 Knox
Grand Auction ut|

fr

Timely service now prevents costly repair bills later, ft

So don't delay or neglect needed repairs.

Dec 17-23—Ann I
Church of lun:
Dec.
21—Christi

479th Fighter Group which recent Navy, who has recently lfeen home dress, which may be obtained by
ly adapted the P-51 Mustang as its on leave, has returned to his duties friends from his parents.

32d DEGREE RINGS

|

Mrs. Everett C. Herrick Has
Made Intensive Study Of a
Fascinating Subject

The address of Ensign Gordon E.
Burgess, son of Dr. and Mrs. James
F. Burgess of Rockland, is: <AI) L.
Naval Air Station, New Orleans,
officers’ oath was administered by La.
John K. Richards, US1N, Com
mander, U. S. Naval Reserve Offi
Pvt. "'William E. Cummings, son
cer Training Center.
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Cum
* • • •
mings cf Rockland, who has been
Arnold L. McConchie of Rock in the service since May, 1944 end
land, has a new rating, MOMM3c, who went overseas late in October
and a new addre s. whicli may be to action in France, is hospitalized i
obtained from hi? wife, Mrs. Mar in Paris.
!
garet McConchie, 26 Clarendon
» * ♦ *
'
street.
Sgt. Robert W. Brackett, son of '
• * ♦ •
Mr. and' Mrs. George L. Brackett
Pvt. Kenneth A. Stetson, USMC, cf 77 North Main street, (Rockland,
sen of Mrs. Walter K. Butler of and Miss Betty Brenning cf CamThomaston, is in the South Pacific. I bridge, Nebraska, were married (Nov.
Any member of his family will be 5. Sgt. Brackett is a bombardier
glad to supply his address to inter on a B-29. overseas.
ested friends.
• * * *
♦ # ♦ ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Manning
Beechwcod
street, Thomaston, have
8 Limerock street, Camden, have
received
word
that their son Rob
received notice that their son, Pfc.
ert
Yeung
of
the
U. S Navy, ras
Henry has been promoted to the
been
promoted
to
R'M2c, his ad
rank of TCorp He is in the Infan
dress
being
the
same
as before.
try and located at Fort Sill, Okla.
* *- * ♦

BRACELETS
WE STOP SHIMMY BY

TALK OF

♦ ♦ ♦ *

Isn’t it about time that there should be
another collection of waste paper. ' We
know of quite a number of housekeepers
who are saving such material, and have a
considerable quantity on hand. It might be
a good idea to taake a leaf from Camden’s note book and do the
thing on the big scale that is altogether to the credit of the
Camden Chamber of Commerce.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

Authority On Bells

fighter plane. He is a key man in
his organization, was chosen for
the school in order to gain informa
tion and knowledge to pass on to his
fellow armorers.
The course of study covered the
maintenance and repair of the
P-51’s armament—the stripping and
reassembling of the .50 caliber
machine guns, the adjustment of
the speed of the guns, range-firing,
fitting and timing, installation,
arming and unarming, boresighting,
harmonization of guns with sights

The 479th Fighter Group is in a
fighter wing of the Eighth Air
Force.

WASTE
PAPER
ON HAND

Working For Victory
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I »;nd pre-flight checks.
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[EDITORIAL]

1st Lieut. Harry A. Parr of Hamp
ton, N. H. His wife, Mrs Evelyn
Brown Parr, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Merrill Brown of Camden, is
a teacher of 5th Grade pupils at the
McLain Building. Rockland.
A requiem mass was held Dec. 12
at fit. Patrick’s Church, Hampton,
N. H , Father Ryan officiating. Mrs.
Evelyn Brown Parr,, Rockland
Science, Religion and the Future teacher, his wife, and Miss Doris
By C. E. Raven. Cambridge Uni Farr, his sister, who live in Rock
versity Press, the Macmillan Com land, attended the service.
pany, New York.
One finds in this small volume
a clear and definite presentation
Killed 16 Nazis
of failure to measure up to proper
standards in science, as well as
failure to accord) proper standards Former Vinalhaven Boy In
in /eligious movements, and thus
Group Which Did It—
the over-ruling thought of science
to be combative to religion.
Wounded Later
Have those who stand at the helm
The following clipping from the
of our education failed us in this,
or how have we gone so far astray. Worcester Evening Gazette will
These lectures give us history of interest many readers in Vinal
our times and thinking,, along with haven and vicinity, as the subject
the hopeful way to retrieve our mis was a former Vinalhaven boy.
takes. We must be made to reshape
With The Fifth Army, Italy, Dec.
out ideas of progress and hope is to 12.—'Pfc. Birger Youngquist of Hol
foe attained- for real religious ad den, Mass., and a small group of
vancement.
doughboys recently killed 16 Ger
This little set of lectures is ex mans and captured 15 in a fierce
cellent to light the way.
battle for a strongpoint in Northern
Kathleen S. Fuller Italy.
The group, members of the 88th
“
Blue
Devil” Envision of Lt Gen.
Is Now A Corporal
Mark W.* Clark’s Fifth Army, were
attempting to set uip and maintain
Myron Cummings Serving a road block. Discovering a Ger
man-held house, the doughboys at
With Unit Which Has
tacked. After a skirmish they
captured the strongpolnt and
Presidential Citation
rounded up 15 prisoners. The Ger
v Myron C. Cummings, u. 6. Ma mans counter-attacked and were re
rine, Corps, son of Mr. and Mrs. pulsed. The enemy, however, had
the house surrounded, making it
Donald G. Cummings of Rockland,
impossible for the Yanks to with
has recently boen promoted from draw.
private, first class to corporal. He
The “Blue Devils” killed 16
entered the service in Nov. 1942 and Krauts during the fierce fight which
has been in the Pacific area nearly followed. The enemy fired selfpropelled weapons, artillery, mortar
a year. His unit,' the Fourth Ma and small arms at the Yank posi
rine Division. Fleet Marine Force, tion. One Nazi crawled within close
Twenty-Third Marine, has recently range of the building and fired a
been awarded the following Presi round from his rocket launcher. The
dential Unit Citation:
explosion set the house on fire.
“For outstanding performance in Under cover of the smoke and con
combat during the seizure of the fusion the Yanks slipped back to
Japanese-held islands of Saipan their lines, i
and Tinian in the Marianas from
Youngquist serves in the 349th
June 15 to Aug 1, 1944. Valiantly “Krautkiller” Regiment. His home
storming the mighty fortification address is 7 Arizona avenue. Holden.
of Saipan on June 15, the Fourth
Pvt. Youngquist was wounded
Division, reinforced, blasted the Nov. 3 while in action in Italy but
stubborn defenses of the^enemy in he is getting along fine now. He
an unrieviating advance over the trained in Camp Shelby, Miss., and
periously rugged terrain.
Fort Meade, Maryland, before going
“Unflinching despite heavy casu to Italy in July. 1944.
alties this gallant group pursued
the Japanese relentlessly across the
Our Jayvees Won
entire length of the island, pressing
on against bitter opposition for
The Rcckland Junior High School
twenty-five days to crush all resist basketball team won its first game
ance in their zone of action.
of the season Friday night, when it
‘ With but a brief rest period in defeated Thomaston High Schcol
which to reorganize and re-equip, Freshmen, 13 to 12. The Junior
the division hurled its full power High School team will go to Waldo
against the dangerously narrow boro tonight to play the high school
beaches ofi Tinian on July 24 and second team. Following this game
rapidly expanded the beachheads the RocklaAd High School girls and
for the continued landing of troops boys teams will play the Waldoboro
supplies and artillery.
High School girls and boys teams.
“Unchecked by either natural ob
Summary of Friday night's game.
stacles or hostile fire these indomit
Rockland Junior High (13)
able men spearheaded a merciless
G.
F.
P.
attack which swept Japanese forces Connellan, If........ 0
0
0
before it and ravaged all opposition Kaler, rf .......
2'
1
5
within eight days to add Tinian to Murgita, c ..... ...... 3
2
8
our record of conquering Japanese Gamble, lg ........... 0
0
0
Islands.”
Powell, lg .......
0
0
0
Bartlett, rg ........ 0
0
0
WE WILL PAY

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor. MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 cnanged its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
[ Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
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DOES HERSELF PROUD

ing Subject
Dec. 17 23—Anniversary Week at the
Church of Immanuel. Universalist
Dec. 21—Christmas party at the
U S O. rooms.
Dpc. 21 At Warren, Christmas op
erettas presented by the elementary
schools.
Doc. 22—Christmas program by Rij»
blnstein
Club
at
Congregatlonm
Church.
Doc. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec. 26 "Swoppln’ ” Day.
Jan
4 Knox
Hospital Auxiliary
Grand Auction at Bok Nurses Home.
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STIONS
,T and

The address of William Fred Mc-

Naval Training Center, Sampson,
N. Y.

kind to me during my Btay at Knox
Hospital; also those who sent gifts,
cards and flowers.
Mrs. Milton Ewell

CHRISTMAS TREES
All Sizes—Delivered

RUSSELL £ONNON
TEL. 176-W

100*102

SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR
AU persons seeking help for
their problems, send five ques
tions, $1.00 and Stamped enve
lope to

REV. RUTH MATHIAS
Confidential Letter Service

P. O. Box 550, Old Town,
Maine

Personal Interview Included
PROMPT REPLY
ASSl
I
99‘100-tf

FOR SALE $800
Morse B

Friendship
Sloop

ERY
/IE
iLVER
ILVER

32’ by 9’ beam
Hull and canvass in good condi
tion, newly painted and over

hauled.

Fast sailer and excep

tionally seaworthy. Original cud
dy, sleeps two, galley stove.
Owner selling because of foreign
service... For information write
or contact

MRS. JAMES W. BALANO

ARE

Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Howard of
New York arrive Saturday to spend
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Phil
ip Howard, returning Tuesday.

We will close evenings throughout
this week at 6 p. rn. Alfreda Perry,
CARD OF THANKS
»101-tt
I wish to thank everyone who was 7 Limerock gt.

15.00

ITED

The Nazarene iChurch at Maver
ick Square is putting on a Christ
mas concert by the children Fri
day night, Dec. 22 at 7 o’clock and
the public is cordially invited to at
tend. The committee in charge will '
be the pastor's wife, Mrs. Curtis
Stanley, Mrs. Sidney Munro and
DIED
Cross—At Rockland. Dec. 16, I Leslie Miss Olive Bragg.

Ohio.
Brarkett-Brenning—Nov. 5. Sgt. Rob
ert W Brackett of Rockland ar.d Betty
Brennlnig of Cambridge, Neb
Williams-Favreau—At Rockland. Dec.
16. Sherwood E Williams and Arlene
Rtith Favreau, both of Rockland,—by
Rev. A. G. Hempstead.

December 17, 1942.
TUI memory fades and life departs.
You’ll live forever In our hearts
Time takes away the edge of grief,
But memory turns back every leaf.
Sadly missed by Father, Mother and
Relatives.
101*lt
Mrs. Clarence Hooper

ILVER
PPERS

RINGS

"Awarded to Sarah J. Chaples for

Kenneth L. Mignault. Sic, USNR
son of Mrs. William W Gregory of
Rockland, is now at sea and has a Cross, age SO years, 22 days. Funeral
afternoon at 2 o'clock at
Fleet Postoffice address, which may Tuesday
George Hamlin, roof worker de
Burpee funeral home. Interment ln
be obtained from his mother, 12 Sea View cemetery.
luxe, ran down from Portland over
Holmes—At Montvllle. Dec 18. Carrie the week-end to repair the gutter
Center street.
(Oxton) widow of Bernard Holmes, age
37 years, 7 months, 26 days. Funeral on Segal block, which was damaged
Mrs. Alice Vasso of Rockland has Thursday afternoon at 1 o'clock frem in the recent hurricane when a
the residence. rnterment ln GroVe
received word from her son, Joseph cemeteiy.
chimney somersaulted into the
Belfast.
D. Vasso, now overseas in the Eu
Robinson—At St. George. Dec. 18. E sidewalk. Mrs. Hamlin accompanied
widow of Frank F Robinson, age
ropean theatre, that he has been Ella,
78 years. 11 months, 17 days. Funeral her husband.
promoted from private, first cla^s Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock from
to corporal. Corp. Vasso went the residence. Interment ln North
At the last Sea Scout meeting
Parish cemetery.
Overseas in February’, 1944
Crew
II gave instructions for safety
Yattaw—At Friendship. Dec.
18.
Llewellyn F. Yattaw, age 37 .years, 2 at Sea. Bob Gatcombe diagramed
Funeral Thursday afternoon at
Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome 2days.
o'clock nt the residence of Mrs. Safety devices that are required
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492 Frank Yattaw, Rockport. Interment ln for all power craft. Cliff Cameron
and Ray Bowden demonstrated a
Old County Road, Rockland Me. Roadside cemetery. Friendship.
correct and incorrect method ’bf
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. MonIN MEMORIAM
In memory of my dear son. Jerrold donning a life jacket. Donald Smal
. day, Wednesday and Saturday.
L. Smith who was suddenly called ley became a member of Crew III,
■Rhone 590 City.
38-tf away Dec. 18, 1936.
receiving hls registration card Wed
A white ship sailed from its moorings
nesday night. A board of review was
One beautiful Winter's day.
For Christmas
And out with the tide it glided
held Thursday night at the Sea
And ■silently sailed away.
z
Scout room. Cliff Cameron and Bob
Away to the fair horizon
Gatcombe were up for the cooking
The Courier-Gazette When clouds wall up the skies
It drifted Into the darkness
merit badge. Curtis Lindsey, Ken
Too denp for tear dimmed eyes.
$3 00 a year
Chatto, Creswell Gamache and Earl
But we know beyond the shadows
Beyond the purpling west
Hayford, for apprentice award. Wil
Lies the perfect part of heaven
bur
Senter was chairman of the
Where Imy son has found hls rest.
board. All sea scouts are requested
Mother.
to bring in any children's books by
IN MEMORIAM
Wednesday night. J. A. Perry, Grove
In loving memory of our darling
baby. Elaine Virginia who passed away street.

air

20.00

Mrs. Edward Chaples of 13 Mav
erick street, called at The CourierGazette office yesteraay and proudly
displayed a framed photograph of
a Bath built destroyer now on com
bat duty in foreign seas. A metal
plate attached to the frame reads:

Pvts. Charles W Staples and
Howard A. Thomas of Camp Croft, 2. Sgt. Vesper Edward Haskell of Ash
S. C. are home on furlough.
Point and Ddrohty Foltz of Dayton.

JG TOPS

ICKS

Rev. Ernest O Kenyon, rector of
the Episcopal Church has issued
the Christmas season calendar.
Midnight mass w.ll be at 11 30 Sun, day night. The program fcr Christ1 mas Day follows: Mass (St. John's)
8; (pass (St. Peter’s) 9 30; vespers,
(St. Peter's) 7.30. The full (program
will appear in Friday's issue.

Perfect Attendance. 1944.” Mrs.
Chaples. the former Sarah Johnson
of St. George, is employed as an
insulator in the carpenter shop at
the Bath Iron Works. Mr. and Mrs.
Chaples have a son, ^onard Cha
ples, Mo. MMlc., N. S. Navy, in
MARRIED
Haskell-Foltz—At Dayton. Ohio. Dec. service overseas.

IS

ILVER

Rockland’s record in the Sixth
War Loan under general chair
manship of Joseph W. Robinson
was in full keeping with the best
traditions of this patriotic com
munity. The total was $664,389.
a most satisfactory figure. There
are several towns in the county
whose quota is not yet subscribed
though the county total is
passed. Still available until Jan.
1, for credit to all quotas are E
F. and G. bonds.

Rockland's War Honor Roll board
%hich at the time of dedication,
Oct. 24, 1943, had 609 names recordThe members of Edwin Libby Re- ' ed thereon, now has a total of 1058,
lief Corps are planning a busy and 16 name plates having been affixed
enjoyable day
Thursday. The I this week-end. The new names are
afternoon will be devoted to a social Lewis L. Stockford, Donald W.
hour of cards, sewing and knitting. Penny, Walter E Marr, Joseph St.
A picnic supper will preceed the Peter, Paul W. Horeyseck, Gilbert
Christmas tree. Each member is en j R. Snowman, Irving E. Savoy, Earl
titled to invite a guest to the picnic H. Sukeforth, Jr.. Robert B. Greg
supper. They are requested to fur ory, Herbert E. Sanborn, Wilbur S.
nish extra. The Christmas tree gifts Vasso, Franklin R. Demmons, Ira
will be distributed at 7:30 and each A. Small, William F. Brackett, Sid
person is asked to furnish a ten ney C. Coy and Donald H. Clifford.
cent gift that members may be
Knox County Camera Club will
drawn and aJl persons attending
will receive a gift. Mrs. Lizzie i meet tonight at Wilbur F. Senter’s.
French the Patriotic Instructor will Local shipbuilding pictures will be
, be in charge of the special Christ shewn by Albert Cassidy; plans will
mas program. There will be re be made for a prize contest on
Christmas pictures and Bertram A.
freshments served.
Gardner >ill give a demonstration
Community Building auditorium of press camera and equipment.
was well filled Friday night when
BORN
Waterville High basketball team de
I-add—At Rockland* Dec 12. to Mr.
feated Rockland High team, 61 to21 and
Mrs. Leslie L. Ladd, a son Leslie
A detailed reported of the game will Ernest.
—At Clearwater. Fla.. Dec
appear in Friday's issue cf this 15.Moulaison
to Sgt. and Mrs. John R Moulaison,
newspaper.
(Victoria Curry), a son.

Ix*llan, A. S„ is Co., 4O1-F-1, U. S

visited1 bis wife at
parents, Mr. and
ale. Rockland, and
Florence Dyer of

Postmaster James Connellan said
yesterday that business at. the Rock
land pcstoffiee was way ahead of
last year, in fact the record of
money handled up to Saturday
night was a little more than that
handled for the entire month of
December 1943 The regular car' riers, clerks, substitute clerks and
truck driver, are augmented for
this week by the following: William
A |Karl, truck driver; Clifford R.
Cameron, Robert Achorn, Harold
Axtell, Oliver W. Holden. Jr. Jack
Ha'tercn, Ervin Wooster. Carles
i L. Philbrook, Oscar (Flint, Donald
McLellan, James Baum. Jr., Donald
Philbrook. Maurice Nute, Jr., Carl
ton Thurston and Gerald Bradley,
i temporary substitute carriers and
i clerks.
1
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C. Herrick Has
isive Study Of .

tt C. Herrick
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PORT CLYDE, ME.

100-101

You're missing plenty nowadays
if you miss a single week of Liberty.
For Liberty is a different magazine
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Dr.Fogg and the now. Today—Liberty is the buy.
nurses who were so nice to me during Your newsdealer has the new Liber
my stay at Knox Hospital, also friends ty now.
99-T-101
for cards, fetters and gifts .
Mrs. Elston Beverage

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to all
who extended kindness and sympathy
during our bereavement.
•
Mrs. James Bray and Family
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank njy friends for ex
pressions of sympathy in the loss of
my husband, Lt. Harry A. Parr, killed
ln action.
•
Mrs. Harry A. Parr

ardson (3d edition) is a factual, in
teresting book, is another answer to
your gift problem. Latest magazine

will be held at its banking rooms on
Tuesday, January 9. 1945, at*lo o’clock
a. m, to fix the number of and elect
a board of directors for the ensuing;
Rates. Thank you. Hazel Bohn. Jr.. year, and to transact such other busi
as may properly tome (before the
Tel. 722-M.
101*102 ness
meeting.
Per order.
JOSEPH EMERY:
ROCKLAND LOAN * BUILDING ASS’N
Cashier
Notice of AnnualtMecting
Rockland. Me., Doc. 5, 1944.
97-T-3
The annual meeting of the share
holders of the Rockland Loan and
Building Association will be held at

of Directors and to transact such other
business as may properly come before

the meeting

I L BRAY Secretary
Rockland. Maine.
December 19, 1944.
101-T-103

DER

BEANO
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
8.15 o'clock
Auspices Motor Corps Girls

102TZ I

RUSSELL

SPECIAL BEANO

r

FUNERAL HOME

GRANGE CORNER
/\
/\ /\
XX /*»
zx z*x
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Temple Hall, Rockland
Every Wednesday

Pleasant Valley Grange has
elected tlie following officers: Mrs.
Elizabeth Vinal, worthy master;
Frank A Farrand, overseer; Miss
Barbara Bartlett, lecturer; Roy G.
Mank. steward; Miss Barbara
Young, assistant steward; Mrs. Jen
nie Pietroski, chaplain; F. L. S.
Morse, treasurer; Mrs. Etta Ander
sen. secretary; Earle Bartlett, gate
keeper; Mrs. Hazel Bartlett, Ceres;
Mrs. Cera Delano, Pcmona; Mrs.
Harriet Thcmas, Flora; Miss Elipor
Young, lady ass'stant steward; Mrs.
Stella Rcbinson and Alfred Benner,
executive committee. The instal
lation will be Jan. 9. A Christmas
tree party will be held Dec. 26, and
there will be a box where gifts for
the Home for Aged Women may be
deposited. Supper will precede the
meeting.

Mr. and Mrs J. Frank Rich of
Glen Cove, who are Wintering at
the Thorndike Hotel, received from
their grandson, Richard Raymond
Rich, QM3c, presumably somewhere
in the South Pacific this word:
"I have gone swimming several
times over the ship's side but have
seen no sharks yet. No action have
I seen yet but my hopes are up.
Chow is just elegant. I’dl like ship, board life if it wasn’t so hot '■where
I you sleep and eat. When you ccme
cut of the chow hall you are wring
ing wet. We have swell lockers to
put our clothes into, no more un
packing and packing of our sea
bags.”
Bud enclosed the following poem
written by a friend <of his which he
writes is typical of their life out
there. Hia address is San Fran
» • » »
cisco, Fleet Air Wing 1, care F P O.
Ocean View Grange of Martin®M. P. R.
vllle has elected these officers: Mas
“SOMEWHERE IN THE PACIFIC
ter, Montfort Huppnr; overseer, Somewhere in the Pacific, where the
sun ls like a curse.
George Fay; steward, Clyson Cof And each
day ls followed by another,
fin; assistant steward, Kenneth Da
slightly worse.
vis; gatekeeper, Floyd Watts; chap Where the coral dust blows thicker
than the shifty desert sands
lain, Theo Hupper; secretary, Gert And the
white man dreams and wishes
rude Hupper
treasurer, Gwen
for the (greener, fairer land.
ln the Pacific, where a
Dowling; Ceres, Gertrude Small; Somewhere
girl ls never seen i
Flora, Ethel Coffin; Pomona, Doreen Where the sky is cloudy and the grass
is always green
Hupper; lady assistant steward,
there Isn’t any whiskey and the
Shirley Dwyer; executive commit . Wherebeer
ls never cheap.
Where the Bat's mighty howling robs
tee, Fred Hooper.
a man cf (blessed sleep
Installation will be held early in Somewhere
in the Pacific, where the
January. The third and fourth de
nights were made for love
grees were conferred on three can Where the moon ls like a searchlight
and the Southern Cross above
didates Monday.
Sparkles like a diamond on a balmy
« • ♦ ♦

tropic night
It's a shameless waste of beauty when
there's not a girl In sight
Somewhere In the Pacific where the
mall ls always late
And a Christmas card in April ls con
sidered up to date
Where we never had a pay day and
we never get a cent
But we never miss the money, ’cause
we’d never get lt spent.
Somewhere in the Pacific where the
ants and lizards play.
And a hundred fresh mosquitos replace
each one you slay
So take me back to ’Frisco, let me hear
that mission bell
Foe this Godforsaken outpost Ls a
substitute for Hell.
Anonymous

Any one wishing to make a con
tribution to the out of door honor
roll, which is being sponsored by
the Granges of Warren may no so
by contacting any Grange member.
Although a canvass has been made
in some cases, those who may wish
to contribute may not have been
contacted due to being away at the
time the solicitor made his call.
The honor roll has been ordered,
and the response has been gratify
ing. However, a reserve fund will
be made for maintenance of the
honor roll.

WATCHES SUN RISE
Nobleboro, Dec. 16

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I often wonder how many readers
of The Courier-Gazette watch the
sun rise? I have done so for years.
The clouds turn purple, pink, blue,
then the sun rises forth in all her
glory over the beautiful hills of
Nobleboro. It is a sight worth see
ing. I am a great lover of nature.

Officers elected at Seven Tree
Grange of Union are: Master, How
ard Hawes; overseer, Burgess Cram
er; lecturer, Madeline Vincent;
steward, Stillman Whitney; assist
ant steward Richard Knight; chap
lain, Jacqueline Martin; treasurer,
J. R. Danforth; secretary, Florence
Calderwood; gatekeeper. Walter
Calderwood; Ceres, Priscilla Alden;
Pomona, Georgia Cramer; Flora,
Joan Hall; lady assistant steward,
Eva Burgess; executive committee,
Vivian Hannon.
Installation will be Jan. 24.
♦ ♦ * *
Election of officers will be held
Friday at White Oak Grange,
North Warren, and will be followed
by a box social, ladies to take a box
lunch containing sufficient for two.
In charge of the lady officers, the
plan is to raise money for an in
door honor roll
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Officers elected at Warren Grange
are: Master, Earl Smith; overseer.
Marie Crockett; lecturer, Olive
Jtobinson; steward, Emerson Crock
ett; assistant steward, Vaughan
Philbrook; chaplain, Minnie Watts;
treasurer, Percy R. Bowley; secre
tary, Madeline Robinson; gate
keeper, G A. Aspey; Ceres, Doro
thy Smith; Pomona. Mary Pease;
Flora, (Ruth Perry; lady assistant
steward. Jeannette Perry; execu
tive committee, Charles Pease for
three years, and Charles Trone for
two years.

Jennie Howard.

The display window at V. F. Stud
ley Furniture Co., is minus its at
tractive doll house made by John
L. Beaton, this super toy having
been awarded to E. !L. Sargent of
Southwest Harbor.

Tel. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST.

Willard P. Gray, manager of the
^pcal plant of Swift & Company,
read an interesting and informa
tive paper on "The Meat Situation.
Wholesale and Retail," at the Ro
tary meeting Friday. Declaring that
food is an important weapon of
war, Mr. Gray analyzed the re
markable production records of the
farmers cf the United States the
meat handlers and packers, and the
distribution for export, lend lease,
for the armed services and for
home consumption.
The demand for meat and meat
products has been heavy during the
past few years, due for the most
part to an increased purchasing
power of the home front workers
and because soldiers and sailors
are eating more meat than they ate
in civilian life. Mr. Gray was in
troduced by Lucius E. Jones, pro
gram chairman.
President Elmer B. Crockett was
warmly welcomed back at the head
table, right behind the Rotary bell.
He introduced James H. Aoheson of
the Augusta Club, and Brampton
Parker, Avery A. Matheson. Charles
C. Wood, George W. Pullen, Harold
H. Nash. Allen F. Payson, Victor
Elmore of the Camden club.
Charles W. Sheldon reported on
the progress, with respect to en
gagements, of the distinctive Ro
tary Acappella Quartet, the person
nel of which is Rotarians Ladd,
Burrows, Lovejoy, and Conley. In
formation was also imparted con
cerning a new song, composed by
one of the quartet members.
President Crockett acknowledged
the gift of a lable rack, for use of
speakers presented by the designer
and builder, whose name was not
divulged. Harold H. (Nash, presi
dent of the Camden club, said that
C. Kendall Hopkins, charter mem
ber of the Camden Club, with on 18
years 100-percent attendance rec
ord, was a patient at Knox Hospi
tal and would be pleased to have
Rockland Rotarians call on him
after a few days.
Frederic C, Bird, chairman of
the (Christmas party, announced de
tails. Rotarians and their young
men guests will dine Friday at 12.15
in the |High (School gymnasium, and
immediately following lunch, will
attend, along with other boys, a
performance in the auditorium by
“Bourdini,” magician, escapist and
fire eater.
Sixty two were present at the
■meeting.

The John E. Sullivan property at
183 Pleasant street was sold Dec. 4,
by Sterling d. Gross to Roland W.
Seavey. The Seaveys will move there
shortly from Willow street.
Mrs. Ira A. Anderson has sold her
property an Washington street to
Arthur D. Fish. The sale was made
through the Freeman S. Young
agency.
'
•

(tr

Sunshine club was entertained
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Jo
seph Hamlin. A bountiful repast
was served at noon. The table de
corations were in keeping witn the
holiday season and were made and
artistically arranged by Mrs. Eliza
beth Passon, Mrs. Cora Kalloch
who is leaving shortly for St Pe
tersburg was presented with a g’ft.
A social time was enjoyed and all
declared1 Mrs. Hamlin an ideal
hostess.
The many frriends of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook will be
pleased to learn of the high tribute
paid to his keen business ability in
the new position he takes over Feb.
1st in the Celotex Corporation of
Chicago, as General Manager. This
corporation has an established busi
ness of $25.000 0000 a year. Mr. and
Mrs. Philbrook will spend the
month cf January at Philbrook
Farm ip. New Hampshire and with
Mrs. W. O. Fuller in Rockland. The
Philbrooks will .make their home
in Chicago, having been for the
past two years in Amarillo, Texas,
where Mr. Philbrook headed the
Pan Tex Corporation, an ordnance
plant.

«

Began As Stage Driver At 13
And Has varied
Experience
Edward G. Russell of 128 Thom
aston street, this city, was born
March 11, 1855. He drove stage
at the age of 13—then he drove a
stage line for over nine years, end
ing his labors at this work in 1874.
He was a private driver at the Lake
House in Jefferson over two years;
also steamboat agent, severing his
labors at this work in 1876. Then
he came to Rockland, drove a coal
, team for two years, for Fred R.
I Spear.
Next, he was employed by the
late Governor Cobb, in the lime
business, which was for six years,
ending his labors for that firm in
1884 Then he worked for the late
A F. Crockett and Co. seven years,
on the lime kilns and doing other
work as well. Thence he went, to
work for the S. G. Prescott Com
pany, which was then established
on Tillson’s wharf, where he re
mained for the next eight years.
At present he is driving a truck
team for himself—andi should he
live until next March 11, 1945, he
will be one of the oldest men in
Rockland.

note from Capt. Bill Winca
received too late for publication
says that William H. Wincapaw. Jr ,
is to make a Christmas flight to the
Maine light stations and1 will deliver
Phil Lester has opened an electric
any packages that friends may wish
to send. These may be left at repair shop at 1 Pleasant street,
O'Hara’s fish wharf before noon next door west of the Home Stretch
barber shop.
Saturday
A
paw
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*<For the boy or girl in service there is no Christmas gift more cherished or more useful than a gift
of jewelry.
MAKE THIS A MILITARY CHRISTMAS

TOWNSEND CLUB

.., he’ll say — when you

give MONOGRAM. Perfect
gift for your best man
Smartly scented. Instantly
decorated with his initials

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 20
Meeting at Townsend Club

Lunch and Hot Coffee

*

AFTER ^HAVE LOTION : TALC
HAIR ORES! : SHAMPOO : 12
^■1 In

GREGORY’S

GOOD CLOTHES
.-/a.-;.

WATER-PROOF WATCHES MAKE

THE PERFECT GIFT!
Ask to see them—Shock-proof, Water-froof—

Give magazines for Christmas.
Gift cards furnished’ with all maga
zines when requested, new or re
newal Special catalogue mailed cn
request. Prompt, reliable service.
Tel. 35W. Fred E. Harden. The I
Magazine Man, Rockland. Me.

101-lt '

tough and rugged—they will “take it.’’
/

MONOGRAM

'

&&UCA jjc-t

CARROLL CUT RATE

AND WE HAVE THE
GIFTS—
Our Stocks Are Complete

for Christmas Gifts—For
Him—For Her—For All
The Family—

$55.00 and up

§£Put,your prize gift up on a;
gtree. Christmas time is aj
|good time to give him a;

gr hat,

I
£You can’t go wrong—for;
^we know you want him toj
£step out in a new hat like;

Sthe ones we are showing.

5We have his size and the'
5 color he prefers. He canj
*‘shape’ it himself for these;

• TOBACCOS—Fancy Christmas Boxes

*felt hats are easily made;

• SEASON GIFTS—Attractive Novelties

if

• CANDY—Bulk or in Handsome Boxes

gtaste.
I
$7.50,

Visit this very well stocked store and find the answer

J

Christmas Morning

• PIPES—All Styles and Prices

• FRUIT—All Kinds in Season

$37.50

Solid Gold—17 Jewel, handsome as

His Gifts

404 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND | With A Hat

THE ACCENT’S ON CHRISTMAS!

—

LADIES’ WATCHES

*

g

Busy Mr. Russell

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
80-tf

to your Christmas Problems.

Ambulance Service

The Rotary Club

Jo Grandparents, Mr. and President Crockett Given
Mrs. J. Frank Rich, and
Warm Welcome—The
Encfoses Poem
Meat Situation

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

William Young of Rockland, who
pleaded guilty to a charge of peek
ing in the windows of the home of
! CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Isaac Dorfman, Park street, Sun
day morning, when arrkinged be
SjThis week only. Du art Oil Pcrfore Judge Dwinal yesterday morn
gmanent, $8.; Machineless Pering was fined $5 and costs of $7.94
mane nt, $7; Truart Permanent,
Dorfman testified that Young was
^$6.50; Children’s end permanents,\ j on a nearby rocf and that he kept
Young in conversation until Patrol
£$5.95.
man James Breen arrived, following
■
a call made to the police by Dorfg
Central Beauty Salon
man’s wife.
g
TEL. 1406

That Girl’s Here Again! This
is to notify the public that I have
a few of^the following $1.00 boxes
Christmas Gift Wraps and Christ
mas cards. Remember too. that
everyday greeting cards and wrap ANNUAL MEETING OF THE FIRST
pings (boxed) make a thoughtful
NATIONAL BANK OF ROCKIAND
Notice Is hereby given that the an
Christmas gift. ’ Steamboa| Lore of
nual meeting of the stockholders of
the Penobscot,” by John M. Rich The
First National Bank of Rockland

the office of the Association. 118 School
street. Rockland. Maine. Monday eve»
nlng. January 8. 1915. at 7 30 o'clock
for the purpose of electing a Board

“Bud” Rich Writes

Our Diamond stock is complete — Beautiful

stones, moderate price—Always in good taste.

to His favorite style andi

$6.50, $5.00

C. E. MORSE

Down To $2.95
Certificates

If

you

TPWPT F.R

don't!

349 MAIN STREET,

know his size.

ECONOMY’S FRUIT STORE

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Opposite Strand Theatre)
.

-
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T?lephs/ne 78
Gecrge T. Palmer has received
word of the death of his son, Alan.
It is particularly hard for Mr.
Palmer as he lost his wife in April
and has another son overseas,
George T. Palmer, Jr.
Among those home on furlough
are Donald
Carter.
Reginald
Mcnaghan, Jr., and Kelsey Harkins.
Mrs. Alice Lambert and grand
daughter, Glenda, of St. John, N. B..
and Pvt. Fielding Lambert came
Monday for a visit with Mr. and
Mrs Robert Hanrahan.
Chester Benner is confined to his
home by illness.
Recent guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney
and Miss Marcia Blaney were (Mrs.
James Loc kery and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Cummings and son of Bath
Mrs. Harold Gross has returned
from a visit in Mowtclair, N. J.
Mrs. Otis Ellis and Alfreda Ellis
have been in Boston. The latter
took an examination to enter the
WAVES and will be leaving scon
for the service.
<
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Balkam and
daughter, Barbara, of Bath were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Ware.
Henry Potter "has returned from a
business trip to New Jersey.
Mrs. Lyda Berry of the Stats War
Finance Committee has been ln
town.
Mrs. William Collins of Portland
passed the week-end with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Milton Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were
Portland visitors Thursday.
Miss Natalie Simmons of Bruns
wick is guest of her grandfather,
Osborne Welt.
Leavitt Storer is home from
Governor Dummer Academy, North
Byfield. Mass., for the holiday.
Dean McLaughlin Is ln FarmingQuickly Relieves Distress of

HeadCorns

A little Va-tro-nol up
each nostril effectively
and promptly relieves
distress of head coldsmakes breathing easier
. . . also helps prevent
many colds from devel
oping If used in time.

DlublrDity
Hitt Br«*i
Wirkt Fltt
Right Wkin
Trukli lal

Try it! You’ll like it! Fol
low directions in folder.

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

sw

[Tuesday-Friday

Rocklahd Couner-GazeHe, Tuesday, December 19,1944
ton, Conn., to visit his parents tor
two weeks.
Henry Groth. Jr., went Friday to
►Jew Ycrk on a fortnight’s vacation.

Mr and Mrs. Victor Burnheimer
have received word that their son,
Victor, has been wounded
ROCKPORT
(Continued from Page Six)
Mrs. Leona Salisbury, who is em
ployed at the Bath Iron Works, ls
spending a week at home.
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Turner
are parents oi a son, born at Cam
den Community Hospital.
Mrs. Coleman Woodward of Rock
port and Miss Vtlmar Colson of
Cam en left Saturday for [Norfolk,
Va., where they will spend a lew
days with Mrs. Woodward's brother,
Parker Colby. Sic, who is stationed
at Amphibious Training Base,
Camp Bradford
Mrs. Ethel York went Monday to
Portsmouth, N. H„ where she will
spend the Winter.
The Thimble Club will hold a
Christmas Tree party Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ida
Stoddard, Camden. Members will
take a ten cent gift.
The Methodist Church choir will
hold two rehearsals of Christmas
music this week, the first Wednes
day at 6:30 p. m. at the home ol
Mrs. Amy Miller; also Friday at 8
o’clock at the church vestry
Charles E. (Wood of Camden has
bought the Edward Noyes property
on Union street, and after making
alterations and repairs, will occupy

WARREN

BIBLE ailESTIOVIS

ft ft ft ft

<ANSW<CR<D BY THC

VOICE /PROPHECY

ALENA L. STARRE7TT

INTERNATIONAL BIBLE BR0AOCASTEE.

'

--- ----- ----

Question—Is the Last Supper
mentioned more than once in the
Bible?
Answer—It is mentioned In Mat
thew 26: 26-29; Mark 14:22-25;
Luke 22:19, 20; 1 Corinthians 11:
23-34.
Q.—How long has God lived?
A.—“Art thou not from everlast
ing, O Lord my God?’’ Habakkuk
1:12.
Q.—In what great city did one
preacher turn all the people to God
by preaching forty days?
A.—The city was Nineveh and
the preacher was Jonah. See Jonah
3:4. Read the whole book — only
foui chapters.
Q.—Are the seven last plaguea
on the earth now?
A.—According to Revelation 16:
2, the first of the seven last plagues
is a “grievous sore upon the men
which had the mark of the beast ”
We do not see any such manifesta
tion today.
Q.—Does the Bible ever speak
about dishes?
A.—Yes, seven times; and it de
scribes how a man wipes dishes:
“And I will stretch over Jerusalem
the line of Samaria, and the plum
met of the house of Ahab: and I
will wipe Jerusalem as a man
wipeth a dish, wiping it, and turn
ing it upside down.” 2 Kings 21:13.
Q.—Can you tell me how to build
up my faith?
A.—Study God’s Word for your
self. Receive it as speaking to you,
personally. “So then faith cometh
by hearing, a8d hearing by the
Word of God." Romans 10:17. “And
now, brethren, I commend you to
God', and to the Word of His grace,
wliich is able to build you up, and
to give you an inheritance among
all them which are sanctified.”
Acts 20:32.
Q.—What animals were given to
man for food in the beginning?
A.—None. The original diet of
man is described in Genesis 1:29:
“And God said. Behold, I have
given you every herb bearing seed,
which is upon the face of ail the
earth, and every tree, in the which
is the fruit of a tree yielding seed;
to you it shall be fo» meat. ’ Upon
leaving Eden to gain nis living by
tilling the eartli under the curse of
sin, man received permission to eat
also “the herb of the field. Gene
sis 3:18.

the property.
The Methodist Sunday school will
hold its Christmas tree Friday
night at the vestry. The Christmas
concert will be Sunday night.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Marion In
graham.
There will be no meeting of the
G. W. Club this week.
The Junior Lacies Aid will meet
Wednesday at the Methodist vestry
instead of with Mrs. Dorothy Enck
son.
All schools are closed this week
for a Christmas vacation.
Wednesday night at 7 o’clock the
Baptist Church will have a Christ
mas tree and special program of
songs and readings by the children.
Thursday night, prayer meeting and
choir rehearsal. Sunday morning
there will be special members by
both choirs; also dedication of
children. Sunday night the choirs
wi!l give a special musical pr6gram. Sunday, New Years Eve there
will be an operetta •‘The Was One
Note". Address your questions to
Who Ggve a Lamb ” by the chil
efren and members of the Sunday the BIBLE QUESTION COLUMN, The
Voice of Prophecy, Box 55, Los An
school.
Buv War Bond* and Stamm

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 46

geles 53, Calif. Bible questions of gen
eral interest will be answered in this
'column as space permits.

A Christmas party will be held
Friday afternoon at the High
School.
The annual Christmas party for
the Baptist Sunday school, chil
dren and the adults, will be held
Friday at 7 30 p. m. in the Mont
gomery rooms. Tlie young people
and adults are reminded to take
gifts for the tree.
Week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin K. Boggs. Sr., were their
daughter, Miss Virginia Boggs of
Boston, and Mrs. Paul Gilpatrick
of Medford, Mass.
Pvt. Frank Barrett, recently hav
ing reported for duty at Fort Dev
ens, Mass., is located for basic trainin at Keesler Field, Biloxi Miss.
Russel] Smith, recently promoted
to Corporal, is located in the Mari
annas in the Pacific. Mrs. Russell
Smith has employment in the offlee
of Clarence Joy in IRockiand.
The senior play, “Cloud-Burst,”
a drama, was judged! the best play
at the cne-act play contest held
Friday at Town hall by the four
classes of the High School. The
judges based their decision on
characterization interpretation and
memorization, of the players, who
were, Leah Jackson, Vaughan Phil
brook. Merrill Fisk, John Gephart,
Ethel Wiley, and Lois Norwood
The other three plays were excep
tionally well done however, credit
to their casts and coaches. The
cash award to the senior class for
presenting the best play, was made
iollowing the announcement by the
judges, who were, Mrs. Willis Vinal,
Mrs. Earl Moore Sr., and Rev. Hu
bert Swetnam. Music before the
plays was given by the Town or
chestra, directed by Miss Verna
Robinson, and with the addition of
Theodore Overlock, who played the
drums. Proceeds from the plays
will be divided among the four
classes. A social, auspices of the
senior class was held at Glover
hall, folowing the plays.
Mrs. Leland Philbrook is con
valescing irom illness.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
LeRoy Smith were Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Wass of Bangor.
Mrs. Abbie ’Newbert went Monday
to Beverly, Mass, where she will
be with her daughter and son-inlaiw, Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood Reever.
for a time.
Corp. Gaston Beaudry, USA, is
in the Philippines, according to

iit

How to help lick our
No. 1 War-time Shortage
It is staggering to realize that our most serious war

time shortage is no longer tin or aluminum or rubber
— but pulpwood. You may look all around you at the

spruce and fir which blanket our hills and wonder

how there could possibly be a scarcity of anything
so plentiful. Of course there is plenty of pulpwood.

The problem is manpower.

What tan you do?

Where does all the pulpwood go?

If you want to see this war won —

Did you ever stop to think that every

quickly. If you want to get those boys

shot is loaded with explosives made

back home—alive and soon—there is

from pulpwood; packed for overseas

nothing you could do that would help

shipment in special waterproof, paper-

more than getting some of that much-

board containers; aimed by a paper

needed pulpwood into the mills.

map;

and

fired

according

to

paper

If you have any suitable woodland

orders. Multiply that by every other

of your own; if you can cut and haul

item of supply and equipment and you

pulpwood from someone else’s land; if

begin to realize why wood pulp is

you can take even a part-time job in

so

the woods, do what you can.

winning the war.

essential

to

word received by Mrs. Beaudry.
A Christmas tree will be held this
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Walter Starrett. by the members of
the Pleasantville Farm Blreau. Re
freshments will be served, and
there will be grabs. The party will
start, at 1 o’clock.
Solicitors in the Sixth War Loan
Drive are notified that all series
E Bonds count on the quota all
through December.
The Economics class at the High
School’ planned a dinner Friday
for the students, as a part of study.
This is the first of a series, the
committees in the-class of LI to ro
tate in serving the hot meal, under
the supervision of Mrs. Grace
Wyllie, teacher. The committees
for Friday’s luncheon were: Plan
ning, Joyce Halligan. Jeanette Perry
and Ruth Pease; purchasing, Mar
garet Starrett, Joyce Butler, and
Pauline Anderson; dinner. Norma
Underwood, Beth Robinson, Jill
Cogan, assisted by Ruth Pease;
clean-up, Laura Erickson , Mary
Fogg and Jeannette Perry. The
students paid a minimum charge for
their dinner. The Red Cross nutri
tion course manual was used in
preparing the menu of mashed po
tato, cabbage and) carrot salad, cold
cuts and frankforts, chocolate pud
ding (with sugor sauce, and milk.
Mrs. Edwin K. Boggs, chairman
of the War Chest Drive recently
closed, reports $829.05 turned1 over
to the county chairman. This sum
was received thus: Solicitors, $570;
food sale, by the South Warren, and
Warren village surgical dressings
units, $101.50; Warren Woolen
Mill, $75; high school, $18; grades
7 and 8, $10; grades 5 and 6, $10;
Malcolm Corner school, $5; Warren
Woman's Club, $10; Star Circle,
OES. $5;E. A Stariett Auxiliary,
SUV, $10; Baptist Women’s Mis
sion Circle, $5; Congregational La
dies Circle, $10.
The Pleasantville Farm Bureau
met Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Annie l ehto, with dinner served.
Mrs. Grace L. Simmons rejoined
the Bureau. Miss Laverne Young
was appointed to war activity com
mittee; Mrs. Annie Lehto, 4-H
Club reporter; and annual meeting
exhibit, Mrs. Bernice Davis, Mrs.
Lehto, and Miss Young. The next
meeting will be at the home of Mrs.
Harriet Leonard’s Jan. 9, at 1.15
p. m.. the subject, "Table Service,”
demonstrations by the foods leader,
Mrs. Lucy Starrett. This demon
stration will include service at the
table, in the kitchen and) buffet.
School Notes
The elementary’ grades will prei sent two Christmas operettas
; Thursday night at Tcwm hall, at
7.30, under auspices of the Woman’s
Club. The eperettas, “A Christmas
Party,” by the upper grades, and
“The Toys That Were Left Behind,”
are interwoven to form a tuneful
and entertaining Christmas Story
of Santa becoming drowsy while
filling Christmas stockings, ' of his
dream of the animated toys as he
slept, of .hts awakening and of the
party which followed. There will
be a very entertaining dialogue,
and colorful costumes. Speaking
parts in tre- upper grades will be
taken by Walter Lane. Richard
Overlock. Jean Merrill, Nonman
Alholm, Russell Overlock, George
Wiley, Elaine Payson. Joan Maxey,
•Arlene Boggs, Emily Smith, Dale
Messer, Carol Howard, and Foster
Robinson. Other parts, Santa, Al
len Laukka, part taken by Eimi
Riutta. since Allen is in the hospi
tal; snowmen, Alfred Kenniston,
Robert Smith, and Merrick Beane.
Solos during the operetta will be by
Margaret Penney, Maxine Lindsey,
Mary Jane Boggs, and Morgan Barhour. Stage managers, Waino Waisainen and Albert Brown; curtain,
Gary Kenniston. Properties will be
in charge of Lucille Perry, Esther
Smith, and) Chaises Berry.
In the operetta. "The Toys That
were Left Behind,” pupils of grade
3 and 4, who will take the principal
parts are, Phyllis Pease; Tessie
Miller; Flora Wiley, June Kennis
ton, Carolyn Philbrook, Betty Jew
ell, Joan Mathews, Janet Beane,
Jean Kinney; Santa, Dennis Wil
liams, Ronald Barbour, Mari
anne Pellicani. Sadie Gammon. In
addition for toys there wiil be
jumping jacks, and trains. Grades
1 and 2 will also be toys, as candy
kids, nurse dolls, spinning tops, and
wooden soldiers.
These operettas will be given un
der the direction of Mrs. Ray Emer
son, teacher of music in the schools,
assisted by the teachers, Miss Shir
ley Castner, Mrs. Florence Davis,
Mrs. Lina Smith, and Mrs. Gene
vieve Wellington. Accompanist will
be Mrs. Carrie Smith. The pro
ceeds will be given tc the projector
fund. ICandy and popcorn will be
sold.
The senior class has voted to have
the year books (printed this year.
Schools close Friday for the
Christmas vacation of one week
Allan Laukka, youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arne Laukka. is a pa
tient at Knox Hospital, Rockland,
following an appendectomy Thurs
day.
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Telephone 2-21
Miss Elizabeth Harding arrived
Saturday from Beverly. Mass., to
spend the holidays with Mr. and
Mrs. Edmund Harding.
Hazel Day is at home from
Bangor Commercial School accom
panied by' Miss Shirley Wilson of
Bangor. Miss Agnes Day is at home
from Augusta over the week-end.
Mrs Dorothy Morton Mitchell has
received word that her husband,
Lt. Charles Mitchell Jr., serving
with the armored force, has landed
in Italy.
George Kennedy, Jr., has received
his discharge from the Army. He
arrived last week with Mrs. Ken
nedy (the former Rose Simpson of
Kansas) from Missouri.
•
Melvin Kennedy AS, UB.N. is
spending a 5-day leave with his
family. He has just completed 12
weeks of boOt training at Sampson,
N. Y.
Mrs. Elmer Goff received an un
expected telephone call from her
husband Pfc. Elmer Goff w’ho has
been in England over a year. He is
at present hospitalized at Fort
Devens, but expects a furlough,
soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes,
Howard Hawes and Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Harjula of Thomastn were
in Lewiston Thursday to attend
Eastern States Farmer’s Exchange
representative meeting.
Harry Burns and Howard Howes
went Monday to Bangor to receive
mustering-out orders from the
Coast Guard.
Burgess Cramer, Howard Hawes
and Carl Cunningham go to Port
land Wednesday to the induction
center.
Miss Gladys Mitchell and Jean
Lucas were liome from Gates Busi
ness College for the week-end.
Masonic installation will be held
tonight with District Deputy John
Felton of Camden, installing officer
assisted by Marshal Fenwick of
Rockport. These officers will be in
stalled: Worthy Master, Linwood
Hilt;
senior Warden,
Roland
Gushee; Junior Warden, Jack
Bootsman; treasurer, James Dor
nan; secretary, Ralph Williams;
senior deacon, Edgar Barker;
junior deacon, Gilbert Doughty;
chaplain, Arthur Robbins; marshal,
Winifred Kenoyer senior steward;
Elston McFarland; junior steward,
Frank Williams. The Masons may
invite their families and friends.
Dr. Donald Leigh cf Rockland has
been invited to entertain with his
popular magician acts.
Mrs. Emma G. Clark is spending
a few weeks with her son, Harold,
in Medford, Mass.
Mrs. Burgess Blake is visiting
friends in Portland.
Sgt. Myron A. Kennedy was a
recent visitor at the home of Lil
lian Messer. Sgt. Kennedy has
been in the South Pacific since
April 1941 and is having his first
furlough. 30 days, which he is
spending with his mother and sister
in East Weymouth, Mass., and his
brother in Jefferson.
Mrs. Bertha Bryant has been
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Supt. (Bragdon anel family
this week for 'Lincoln where’ 1
Xg* position as Superintende
Schools. During their six
stay here, Mr. anti Mrs. Bra
have made I’liany friend who
jegret their departure1, anc
tend sincere wishes for thei
cess and prosperity m the
field.
Mrs. Wilbert IHansen, who
been guest of her daughtei
Byron Thomas, returned Sa'
to Watertown, Mas
She w
companied' by Mrs Thoma
her daughter Alice
Mrs. Vera Johnson and Mrs
Greenleaf spent Friday and S
day in Rockland.
Mrs. Albert O-geaai has ret:
^rom several days' visit in 1
^and.
Mrs. Eva Billings was ho tt
the Weary Club Saturday
was served and the evening
with cards.
Mr. and Mrs. Erne. ■ Tolunao
son Arthur are v.. .ting Mi
man’s brother, Reuben Smit
Portland.
Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins am
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HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

TWO wheel trailer for sale, good
PAIR of rimless glasses in tan case si"Tdi
body, very good tires. TEL cam
lost between Rankin and '£r’r:Fy PEN 2493. ____________________ 101’('g
streets. FRANCES CROSS. 13 Trln.ty
St.
101-.<>2
LIVE bait for sale lor ice fishing.
’lll have bait all Winter.
W E
SMALL LEATHER KEYTAINHR lost V
containing car ignition key and car OGIER Rockport. Tel. Camden101 2493
102
trunk key Finder please notify
M CHESLEY. 17 Beech St.. (Tel 1KiK
BOY'S pre-war bicycle fdr sale JACK,
Probably lost Monday Dec. 18 between HATTESEN. 558 Main St._______ 101 102
Elm S’ and Knox County TrUjopi^
RANGE for sale with oil burner
tbtt 1198M, 35 Ocean St._______ 101 lt
BRINDLE and white Boston Terrier
lost, with Thomaston license tag
SCHOOLHOUSE stoves, depot stoves,
Finder please notify MRS. GEORGE camp large pot-type oil heater. 9-in.
DYER. 139 Thomaston St., Rockland oil stoves, heater, comb, oil and gas
range, also coal and gas. range oil
burners and coils. C. E GROTION.
PAIR RIMLESS glasses found at 138 Camden St. Tel. 1091W
101 104
Strand Theatre. Owner please call at
THEATRE._________ 101 108 -RAIL plates, 9 silver teaspoons. tw,>
scatter rugs two styles glasses. 6 of
SMALL black dog with short tail each, lot new fancy dishes, fancy work,
wearing harness, lost in Thomaston. two sets large Christmas tree light-,
Answers to name of "Pudgie.” Notify man’s cowhide traveling bag, Lady's
PERCY WILLIAMS. 14 Knox St. Tel. light blue bathrobe, all new. also
Thomaston 104.
100-101 some bedroom and kitchen chairs and
DOUBLE ender picked up near Hew other useful things too numerous for
ett's Island around Sept. 1. Owner mentioning which would make nice
may have same by identifying and Christmas gifts. Write or call at MRS
and paying for ad. L. ELWELL. Hew DANEL R. YATES, 142 Washington
ett's Island.
99*101 6t.. Camden. ___________________ 101 It
~GIRL'S bicycle and boy's bicycle for
sale, good condition JACKSON’S BI
CYCLE SHOP. 24 Spruce St.. City
TO LET
___________________ _______ 101*lt
BLUEBERRY Farm for sale. 7 acres
SIX ROOM house to let. mostly fur berries, 6 acres wood and lumber.
nished, in fine condition, at North-end; 6-room house with flush closet, barn.
flush, garage. Ready about Jan. 1. 30 acres total.
S. A. LAVENDER
tbit. 56OW.
101*102 Thomaston. Tel. 4_______________ 101 It
SIX ROOM modern house to rent at
INNER spring mattress for double
59 Oliver St. Ilnquire at 38 Oliver St. bed for sale Apply to MRS. HARRY
at 2 p. m or TEL 767W.
101-102 TOUNGE. 12 Union St.. Camden Tel
FTVE ROOM apartment to let; mod 2563. __________________________ 101 102
ern Improvements: 42 FULTON ST., —WORK horse, 12 years old for sale;
City. Tel. 960-R. ’
101*102 also two one-horse sleds. SAM HEINO,
101*102
FURNISHED apartment to let on Rockville.
Grove street. TEL. 351R.
i 100-103
FOWL dressed' to order. 40c a lb.
DESIRABLE single house to rent. delivered Saturday night. TEL 647 21
101-102
In Glen Cove. Apply L. A. WEAV
ER. after 7.30 p. m., second hodse from
FREE YOUNG’S STORY
'
Grange hall.
_______ lOOtf
"There Is a message we do wish to tel!,
FIVE-ROOM furnished apt. to let at About some property we would like to
once: also 6-room house available late
sell.”
January. H. M. FROST. Tel. 318W While you are earning big money why
99tf
don't you buy,
FURNISHED apt. to let. suitable for Than wish you had in the sweet by and
bye,
x
1 or 2 adults. Apply at 11 JAMES ST.
99tf Think this one over, perhaps you will
heed.
LARGE furnished heated room ad
for rent never 'buys you
joining bath to let. Caill 100 Union Moneya spent
deed.1
St. TEL 182W.
99tf Ask them
in your bank, they will gladly
ROOMS to let, 15 Grove St. FLORA
lo$n,
/
COLLINS Tel. 1472
93tf A large percentage to buy you your
home.
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment to
let also 2 single light housekeeping To you nice people, short, in-betweeu
or real till.
rooms. TEL. 921M or 1264W.
99-102
We extend seasons greetings and bless
ings to all.
FOR SALE
WANTED
5 rooms and sun porch, the Gardner
house, 76 Willow St. In perfect con
CARPENTER work, .painting and re dition. All modern. Don't wait if you
pairing attended) to by ALFRED E. want a nice home.
10-room house, cor. Main and Me
WARREN. 10 School St., City. 95*T-101
chanic street. iVery good home for a
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, large family, or could be used as a
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM 2-famlly home.
ING. 19 Birch St Tel. 212W.
9-T-tf
Glen Cove, a very attractive home.
SMALL
electric heater
wanted. Act quickly on. this one.
Several farms, all sizes. Have 2 local
TEL 387-3.
101 102
in IRockiand, one of these for
RESPECTABLE, middle-aged couple, farms
under $4600. A nice stock farm
would like interview with elderly per
A nice large hen farm. Nov. 1 high
son or couple, in need of personal at way, water frontage on both sides of
tention and companionship. Will ex farm.
change services for worthwhile propo
Thanks for reading.
References exchanged.
MR.
confined to her bed the past week sition.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
and MRS CLIFFORD G. FERNALD.
with bronchitis.
Tel. 730
Washington, Maine.
101-102
101-It
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Clarence Spear of
CAPABLE
housekeeper wanted
at
WOOD for sale, hard wood, i-cord
Warren called Tuesday on Justin once. Apply 104 PLEASANT ST.. City.
Boft wood
101 102 sawed and delivered $9
Ames.
> i-cord sawed $7 50.
RICHARDSON
WOOD
wanted
to
saw
by
cord
or
hour.
Mr and Mrs. Ansel Hilt of War ALDEN JOHNSTON Tel. Rockland BROS Tel 66-3. (Thomaston. 101*102
ren were recent callers on Justin 633R or /Thomaston 72
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale. Hot
101 104
water heat. Also 12 overnight cabins.
Ames and Susie Hahn.
CARPENTER work wanted, Jobbing 5-rpom cottage and store; 25 Park St.
and painting, ln Camden. Rockland TEL. 142.________________________ 101 tf
Church News
and vicinity.
(CLARENCE DEANE.
ELECTRIC mangle for sale; also
The monthly meeting of W.SC.S Rockland. R.F.D. Tel. Camden 8915 electric
cone-heater. Both in giood
101*103
will be held Thursday at the home
condition MRS CHAS E. WADE. 70
FORTY-EIGHT base accordion in Waldo Ave .
101-102
of Mrs. Lizzie Hawes. Mrs. Mary gcod condition wanted. Tel. 132, DR
CHRISTMAS
trees
may
now
be
pur
’
101-102
Wallace and Mrs. Agnes Creighton FOGG. 115 Summer St.
chased at moderate prices at the
entertained Friday night Mrs. Hol
WORK wanted, hauling coal and ROCKLAND SUNOCO STATION. Main
man Robbins, Mrs. Blanche Rob light trucking. TEL. 902W. City. 97tf St., corner Talbot Ave . Rockland, Tel
WANTED to buy. I will pay an ex ephone 1341. N. B. These trees were
bins. Mrs. Harold Moore, Mrs. Ralph
ceptional high price for a '38. '39. '40 cut by Alfred Brown, South Thomas
Starrett, Mrs. Nelson Calderwood or '41 Coupe, or a pick-up truck, of the ton, and are available ln all desirable
100-101
same years. I want either of these to sizes.
and Mrs. Zena Nelson.
myself, and not for resale. Write
1936 CHEVROLET for sale at once
The Christinas tree and enter “use
K,” care Courier-Gazette.
lOOtf Good tires $175. Tel. 473M.
100*101
tainment, the Cantata, “When the
ALL 'round garage man wanted at
GIRL
’
S
pre-war
bicycle
for
sale,
Savior Came” will be Friday at 8 once: middle aged preferable STAN loon tires; almost new. TEL. 041bal
-M
LEY’S GARAGE. 245 Main St., Rock
o’clock.
100-101
land. Tel. 511.
lOOtf
The Christmas baskets for the
DeLAVEL Milkers $145 and up.
HOME wanted for female pup. 8 mo. wheelbarrows
$7.75 and $14. Star water
sick and shut-in members of the old;
nice pet or family dog. DALON H bowls $4 25, stable
blankets $5.55 and
parish are ready to be filled, Mrs. BROWN. Tel 64 5. North Haven. 100*101 up. double team harness
$110, horse
halters
$2.
Bangor
horse
collars $10.65.
BUILDING lot wanted ln Rockland,
Mary Wallace will receive dona
centrally located. Contact 566 MAIN bull staffs $425, 5-can Wilson milk
tions.
ST , Rockland.
100*101 cooler $260. saw arbors with pulley and
A baptismal service will be held
bearings $8 50 Calendar and Farmer’s
MEN wanted to cut pulpwood three Ledger
free with every order. W S.
Sunday. Anyone wishing to have miles from Rockport Village, near black PILLSBURY
& SON. Waterville. 100-101
road.
Celling
price
to
experienced
men.
children baptised ot desiring this
R W. BUZZELL. Rockport Me Tel.
PARLOR heater for sale, with or
rite for themselves may see Rev. Camden 2130
100-tf without oil burner. ELMER SMITH
Mr. Doughty.
100*101
PAINTING and paper hanging want Tenant's Harbor.
The Mary Wallace Circle.is buy ed. GLENWOOD GALLOP. 1 Fish St.
CIRCULATNG oil heater for sale;
100*101 also gas heater; 25 Park St. TEL 1142
ing an honor roll for the church Thomaston.
RUBBISH waste removal from pri _________________________________ 101-It
vate families once a week. 35c.
I
PINE board for sale 3 ft x 12 ft. 100
wculd like to serve 200 families. WAL years odd; 3 lbs. handmade nails,
TER FITZGERALD Tel. 1247-W. after depot stove, schoolhouse stove, camp
5 p. m.
100*101 stove, child’s sled, 6-ft. skis C. E
WILL buy household furniture, rags GROTTON, 138 Camden St., Tel 1091W
99-102
metal, paper. P O BOX 862. City. Tel.
314R
•
97 tf
WALKER fox hound for sale; 22 Rifle,
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted. 32 revolver and ammunition for both.
1
99*101
We carry one of the most
We will pay cash or trade for new. TEL. 179M, City.
Call 1154. V F 8TUDLEY. INC., 283
CLARION wood burning furnace for
complete tire stocks in Main St. Rockland.
8Ttf sale, never used; 38 inch fire box.
E.
O. LUDWTG. Hope. Tel. Lincolnville
CARPENTER
and
roofing
work
the State
12-3
99*101
wanted HENRY TEIRILA R.F.D 1.
Waldoboro. TEL. WALDOBORO 41-23
TOYS, wheel barrows, carts, tricycles.
83tf Novelties, for sale. RAYE’S CRAfT
All Sizes In
93*108
WHJj buy household contents and SHOP. 14 Prescott St.. City.
contents of cottages, also old glass and
Grade 1 Tires
china.
Highest prices paid.
CARL
SIMMONS. 2 Park St. Rockland. Tel.
MISCELLANEOUS
And Most Sizes In
1240.
F8tf

Prompt Recapping Service

VICTORY

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

Mrs. Edward E. Sni; h
daughter Patsy have returned
a visit with Mrs Smith's m
Mrs. Mildred Wood, in Bell
• W. B. (Doane of Portland. C
don Emery of Bar Harbor. W
Wells of Saddleback Light St.n
Richard Sherman cf Belt..
Btiketee of Portland, and Wt i
Hess of Saugus, Mass.. were
the past week at the home of (
and Mrs. A. M. Miller.
< Supt. Of Schools G A Bra•and Mrs. Bragdon were
surprise party Friday night
home of Mr. and Mn F:\
Adams by members of the t
Board’ and teachers of the
A pleasant social evening
passed with games Ice cream
cake were served. Mr. and
Bragdon were preemed witl;
tractive gifts. Present, wer.
and Mrs. Hollis Burgess. Mr
Mrs. Jack Carlson. Mr and
Roy Ames, Mis. Isabel Cald< :
Mrs. Marie Teele. Mi >
Doughty and Misses Helene I:

1

ROCKLAND ' lit ED CARS|

and hopes to buy flags as soon as
possible.
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Cramer and
Roger Norwocd were in a collision
with another car at West Rockport
four comers, Thursday. The Nor
wood car was struck by a car com
ing from Warren, which caused it
to turn around, pass between a tele
phone pole and the store, over a
wood pile and it did not stop until
it reached the bridge on the Rock
port road. The other car was
forced upon the nearby store plat
form.

ALL your old clothes made new Al
terations and repairs on all garments
from stockings to hats. Dresses and
coats shortened and re-fltted. NEEDLE
CRAFT SHOP. Rcckport. Tel. Camdeal 2021
99’T-l
BUTCHEKING
done
at
owner’s
premises by RICHARDSON BROS

66-3, Thomaston.

Te!

101*108

For the present, will make appoint

ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays.
DR J. H. DAMON, dentist 153 Lime
rock street, telephone 1357
96tf

ceivedi medical aide, but no serious
injuries resulted. Both cars had to

be towed from scene of accident.
Occupants of both cars, re- State Police Poley investigated.

This photograph
phone helps to kt
the boys away froi
Centers such as thi
telephone compani
establishments thre
at convenient poim
the exclusive use
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Mrs. Edward E. Smith and
daughter Patsy have returned from
vis;' with Mrs. Smith's mother,

'IVE

Mr.. Mildred Wood, in Belfast.

W. B. Doane of Portland, Gor
don Emery of Bar Harbor, W. W.
Wells of Saddleback Light Station.
Richard Sherman

cf Belfast;

A.

Stiketee of Portland, and Wendell
Hess of Saugus, Mass., were guests
the past week at the home of Capt.
and Mrs A. M. Miller.
. Supt of Schools G. A. Bragdon
•and Mrs. Bragdon were given a
surprise party Friday night at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Adams by members of the School
Board and teachers of the town.
A pleasant social everting was
passed with games. Ice cream and
cake were served.
Mr. and Mrs.
Bragdon were piesented with at
tractive gifts. Present* were Mr.
and Mrs Hollis Burgess, Mr. and
Mrs Jack Carlson, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Ames, Mrs. Isabel Calderwood.
Mrs. Marie Teele, Mrs. Ethel
Doughty and Misses Helene Beilatty . Ruth Billings and Phyllis Blfeck,
Supt Bragdon and family leave
this week for Lincoln, where he lias
k* iiosition as Superintendent of
•Schools. During their six years'
stay here, Mr. and Mrs. Bragdon
have made many friends who deeply
iegret their departure, and ex
tend sincere wishes for their suc
cess and prosperity In the new
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Tel 1091W
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silver teaspoons, two
» styles glasses. 6 of
jcv dishes, fancy work,
ihristmas tree lights,
traveling bag. Lady’s
irobe, all new. also
nd kitchen chairs and
• too numerous for
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Write or call at MRS
rES 142 Washington
_______________ 101 It
I boy's bicycle for
lion JACKSON'S Bi
ll Spruce St . City.

a nine days' leave, during which he
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Coftway here.
•Albert Carver, Jr., a student at
Hackley School, Tarrytown, N. Y,
is passing the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Car
ver, Sr.
Miss Ellen Burgess, who has been
attending Commercial Schcol in
Bangor, is passing the Christmas
vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs Hollis Burgess.
Mrs. Ola Ames of Scituate,
Mass., is guest at the home of her
son, Edward Ames.
Alton Hopkins, who has been at
tending Commercial School in Ban
gor, is at the home of his mother,
Mrs. Valois Young
A committee made up of these
citizens—H A. Townsend, S. L
Winslow, J. F. Headley, Dr. Errold
Mills. A A Peterson, A. E. Libby, C.
C. Webster, Wallace Young, Clyde
Bickford and F. M. White—will go
to Augusta today to meet Gov.
Bewail and the State Medical Board
to discuss the matter of procuring
a physician for this town.
A Christmas program was given

_________ 101*11

2 vears old for sale;
t ieds SAM HETNO,

was served and the evening passed

with cards.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Tolman and
son Arthur are visiting Mrs. Tolman’s brother, Reuben Smith, in
Portland.
Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins and son
Paul of Worcester are guests of

______________ 101*102
to order, 40c a lb.
r night. TEL 047-21.
101-102
I)I NG'Ssft>RY T
we do wish to tell,
erty we would like to

who participated! were: Frederick
Oakes, Carclee Kranz, Ralph Smith,
Helen Wadsworth, Bill Pallazola,,
James Robinson, Betsy Kelwick.
Calla Dickey, Mac Gilchrest, Peter
Dyer,

Edward

Williams,

Arthur

Mrs. Beatrice Howard and

Id in the sweet by and

er. perhaps you will
[rent never buys you

during a formal review.

A member of this unit is Tech
nical Sergeant Reino E. Erkkila, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Axel Erkilla of
Warren.
Presentation of the War Depart
ment Unit Citation was made to
the B-17 Flying Fortress group by
Major General Nathan F. Twining,
Commanding General of the 15th
AAF. for a bombing attack against
the Romano—Americano Oil Refin
ery, Pioesti. Rumania. May 18, 1944
When all other groups turned back
because cf extremely
adverse
weather condition, the Fortress unit
continued alone.
Despite intense, heavy and acurate anti-aircraft fire augumented by
the devasting cannon fire of 100 en
emy fighter planes the group in

stroyed and 30 probably destroyed.
(More than seven full combat
crews, interned as prisoners of war,
were subsequently returned to the
group lollowing the Allied libera
tion of Rumania).
Since the group's first bombing
mission March 30, 1944, against an
airfield at Immotski, Yugoslavia, the
heavy bombers have flown a total
of 133 missions and dropped more
than 9000 tons of bombs. Fortress
gunners have accounted for 70 en
emy aircraft destroyed and 40 more
probably destroyed. June 30, 1E44.
the group bombed Banjalukti Air
field, Yugoslavia, and either killed
or wounded 2500 German troops
lined up fcr review.
Crabtree, and uncle, Albert Crab
tree. Mr. Doughty is on convoy
duty in the Navy.
Dr. Allyne Peabody of Thomas
ton was a professional caller Mon
day at Lester Merrill's.
Men and trucks are busy repair
ing the roads damaged by the
storm Nov. 30.

*£ MARTINSVILLE

Pfc. Carleton Stanley of Gales
burg. Ill., was a furlough guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Stanley returning Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts were
week-end guests in Bangor of their
daughter. Mrs. Gardner Wall.
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder is visiting

bank, they will gladly

America’s Finer Tea

to buy you your
(le, short, in-between

reetings and bleset SALE
h porch, the Gardner
St in perfect conn. Don't wait tf you

ie

cor. Main and Mepry good home for a
•could be used as a
'erv attractive home,
his one.
fl sizes. Have 2 local
id. one cf these for
nice stock farm.
farm Nov. 1 high*
e on both sides of

TEA
In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s

I'tng.
i
r S YOUNG
I. 730
___________
101-It
hard wood, Va-cord
“•red $9. Soft wood
'50
RICHARDSON
rhomaston.
101*102
louse for sale. Hot
112 overnight cabins,
.d store; 25 Park St.

her brother, John MacKenzie, at
Spruce Head.
Miss Marjorie Hupper is a patient
at Baker Memorial Hospital, Bos
ton.
Mrs. Thankful Harris is visiting
her niece in Somerville, Mass.
Miss Helen Hupper the victim of
an automobile accident last Sum
mer is much improved and plans to
attend: the high school Christmas
program
Stacy Simmons is having exten
sive repairs made on his home.
Miss Marion Hatch of Boston Is
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Harold
Hupper.
Mrs. Eleanor Blair has closed her
home and is visiting in Boston and
Connecticut.

\.ver been away from home on
'hristmas? Migtyty lonely, isn’t it?

_______________ 101 tf

igle for sale; also
»r. Both in giood
CHAS E WADE, 70
_____________ 101-102
■s may now be purfate prices at the
>CO STATION, Main
Ave Rockland, Tel13 These trees were
wn. South Thomaslabie in all desirable
100-101
T for sale at once.
Tel 473M.
100*101
bicycle for sale, balnew. TEL. 941-M.
100-101
rs $145 and up.
and #14. Star water
blankets #5.55 and
■ ss $110. horse
horse collars #10 65.
5-can Wilson milk
s with pulley and
lendar and Farmer's
every order. W S.
Waterville, 100-101
for sale, with or
r. ELMER SMITH.
___________100*101
heater for sale;
Park St. TEL 1142.
___________ 101-It
lie 3 ft x 12 ft. 100
handmade nails,
ilhouse stove, camp
6 ft. skis. C. E.
hden St.. Tel. 1091W.
______ 99 102
nd for sale; 22 Rifle,
nmunitlon for both.
_________
99*101
•urntug furnace for
-inoh fire box.
E.
Tel Llncolnvlille
__ ________ 99*101
tows, carts, tricycles.
RAYE'S CRAFT
3t . City.
93*108

son,

Hazen have taken rooms in Rock
land for the Winter
Lewis and Arthur Upham, have
been employed in Union building a
chimney for Mrs. Euda Lermond.
Marieta Crabtree who attends
high school in Fairfield was at home
Mrs. Hopkins’ parents. Mr. and for the holiday.
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
S K.2c Edward Doughty and Mrs.
Stanley Conway Y3c, USCG. re Doughty of Portland recently called
turned Monday to New York, after on his grandmother, Mrs. Harriet

rnlnig big money why

15th AAF in Italy—The blue bat
tle streamer for 'outstanding per
formance of duty in armed conflict
with the enemy” was presented to a
heavj’ bombardment group of the
15th AAF at an airbase in Italy

The Ganders Crowed
THE LYRIC MUSE

A

By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW

It is a good thing for the Gan
ders Bowling team that the Goose
con ailed "Doc” Mills on his Gan
ders’ this season, for the Doc has
been respons.ble for the second win
of the season, bringing forth, the
necessary turkey for a turkey sup
per which twas served to the two
teams Dec. 4 and which resulted in
the Ganders taking all honors at
the table and cn the alleys.
For some time past Cap’n Grimes
has been going about town with the
air of one who was weighted down
with a most momentous secret, and
although Der Captain’s secrets
have a way of leaking out, this one
was shared by only a comparatively
few.
Of course the fact that the Doc is
in the business of raising turkeys
probably texplained the how and
why of an available bird in these

Publication Limited to Briei
Poems
of Original Compo6ltlor
Bv Rubucriben

So you know how it is with the boys in
uniform, many away from home for the

first time. They throng to the Telephone

casion complete.
ft ft ft ft
All these little details were at
A PRAYER
tended to by Dr. Captain and his
|For The Courier-Gazette]
capable sister, Miss Edith Grimes
the world the sound of shells
while the most excellent meal was Across
Has ceased—and qule* shrouds the field
served by a committee from th« Along the battle-ruboled West—
American

Legion

Auxiliary

con

sisting of Mrs. Cora Peterson, Mrs.
Florence Gross and Mrs. Montelieu
Grindle.
Before settling down to the*real
business of the evening, some group
singing was indulged1 in, with the
Goose wielding the baton, and
"Prof.” Drew presiding at the
piano (electric player). Captain
Grimes was agian elected as Cus
todian of the Feed Bag, with no
opposition. This makes 13 straight
times Der Captain has been elected,
which makes Roosevelt look like a
piker, and although, the Cap’n has
had some stiff opposition at times
and his opponents have even stuffed
the ballet box, Der Captain has al
ways been declared the winner, and
voted the usual pay of no dollars
and no cents.
While everything was lovely at
the banquet table, after the teams
toad adjourned to the alleys, friend
ship ceased.1 and the traditional cat
and dog attitude cropped out. The
Ganders had openly boasted that
they (were going to take the Skip
pers over and they did not have to
wonk very hard to do it. They cap
tured' all three strings, and when
the secre was totted the Skippers
were 51 pins adrift. No high scores
showed up at the alleys, all the high
scores having been made at the
table, but it did do everybody a
world of good to see Ted McDonald
bowl 10G in his first string, as Ted
has been more or less of a prob
lem child for the Goose all’ season.
The Goose has been slowly round
ing into fonm and now like Afoou
Ben. Adam, his name leads all the
rest. The ©kippers with the ex
ception of Frank Adams made a
blanket finish, with only four pins
separating the lowest from' the
highest. As for Adams, for him
the blanket was all wet, and he was
again the fair haired boy peeping
out from the cellar.
But with the percentages now
.666 to 333 in favor of the ©kip
pers the ©kipmen feel that per
haps it will do no harm to letf the
Ganders get a few games. It would
not cnly bolster their morale but
might pave the way for another
turkey supper.
Ganders—Bickford 241, MacDon
ald 240, Sanborn 267, Mills 256,
The Goose 287, Total 1201.
©kippers—Adams 233, Young 250,

Where Boys, and Pain, and Death, have
kneeled.
And France Is free again once more—
But Boys go on—and ever on
For they must work, and sweat, and
kill—
Until the Victory is bom.
And hide, and run, and forge anon.
For there the enemy still stalks.
His bullets still are made of lead.
And alfl the land Is battle-pocked.
Their angry whispers speak of death
For they, and others, crouch ln slime.
The end for them Is yet to come
Who fight, and win, and waste no
time..
And as they run, they pray to God;
“Give u« the strength to fight and win
Without the waste cf lives, dear God—
And with Thy Will—our homes again ”
Amen.
Helen B Marden
North Haven.

.

ft ft It ft

PEACE
|For The Courier-Gazette 1
The world1 is too awake; too far
Stirring and awake, lt goes to war.
It needs to He iby streams in Greece,
Beneath the bough of Indolence,
And catch the»craft of songs from Pan,
Blue dusk, ln valleys of the stars.
And sleep, and dream, and learn of
peace.
_ ,
—Archie Tech
Waltham, Mass.

ft ft ft ft
PATHS I FOLLOW
I find sweet paths to follow
As I climb through gusty air,
I mount 'the hill with swallow
And birds that pleasure there.
I feel tha touch of star shine
Within rfiy heart as I tread
The rocky stairs of bush and vine
And fairle home of flower bed.
Up high the trees seem waiting
A call from majesty divine
To spread’ their lovely branches
Or bow in suppliant incline.
I stand near clouds of beauty
And lift my life to pray
Here's health to love and duty
Grant peace and the better way.
Kathleen S. Fuller

ft ft ft ft
CHRISTMAS LETTER
Dear Santa Claus; Please stop all war,
And 'print this ln the Courier.
—Archie Tech. Junior
Waltham, Mass.

fffTENANT'S HARBOR®
Mr. and Mrs. Earle H. Barter are
at their Winter home here.
Peterson 264, Anderson 264, Peter
son 252, Drew 261, Total 1240.

BUY US. WAR ROMOS

Centers in army camps and navy stations,
eager for the cheer that goes deep to that

lonesome spot . . . the voices of Mom

■

•

V!!>

\

2^

z

and Dad.
You’ll help, won’t you, like you did last
year? Please make your own greeting

tf V

calls early the week before Christmas,

and keep telephone lines as clear as pos

sible for service men over the holidays.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

0>

v

r

iNEOUS
thes made new AlIrs on all garments
hats. Dresses andi
re fitted. NEEDLEckport. Tel. Cam_________ 99*T-1
on ?
at
owner's
iRDSON BROS Tel.
____________ 101*100
will make appolntiys and Saturday*.
dentist 153 Llmelone 1357
96tf

de, but no serious
Both cars had to
scene of accident,
y investigated.

INTIMATE VIEWS OF VINALHAVEN

Earnings In Union

History, Home Life and Personal Recollections E. H. Philbrick Recalls When

And the Turkeys Gobbled At
Vinalhaven Bowlers’
Gathering

THE PIMPERNEL
(For The Courie.-Gazette |
The pimpernel—a seaside flower.
Whose tugged home Is the water's edge
In gravel or send! Its et ong root.-' cling.
And ln the clefts of the spray-dashed
ledge.
This seaside flower Ls coral red.
Like an open door Its petals blown;
Its stamens rise with a royal pride.
With resting feet on a purple throne, i
A weather glass Is the pimpernel.
For Its open face claims "weather
fair."
Though clouds may da'ken the morn
ing skies.
This fisher folk will the ocean dare.
Bloom an. brave flower, for the Winter
storms
That fiercely break where you snuggly
dwefll.
Friday at the White School, Miss flicted severe damage on the re days of extreme scarcity, but as
everybody knows there are a few But scatter your seed for a season new.
finery.
Final
account
of
the
run

Ruth Billings, teacher. Pupils of
When we’ll hail once more the pim
pernel.
sub-primary and grades 1 and 2, ning air battle read: Seven heavy other things that have to be pro
--Walter Gerrltson
bombers for 28 enemy fighters de cured and cooked to make the oc

Tolman, Shirley Davis, Laverne Or
cutt, Charles Smith, Martha Rob
inson, Leida Orcutt, Blanchard
Oakes, William Guptill, Arthur
York, Howaid Headley, Harold An
derson, Blanchard Oakes, Sigvard
field.
Beckman, Edward Ames-, Van Con
Mrs. Wilbert IHansen, who has way and' John Ames.
been guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Byron Thomas, returned Saturday ’< THORNDIKEVILLE
to Watertown, Mass. She was ac
Mis. Harry Pushaw and son,
companied hy Mrs. Thomas and
Robert
will soon move to Camden
her daughter Alice.
for
the
Winter.
Mrs. Pushaw is em
Mrs. Vera Johnson and Mrs. Katie
ployed
in
the
Knox
Woolen Co., and
Greenleaf spent Friday and Satur
the latter is a Sophomore at Cam
day in Rockland.
Mrs. Albert Osgood has returned den High School.
Perry Mc’Edwards formerly of
Miom several days' visit in Rock
Union
now in the Merchant Marine
land.
called Wednesday on friends in this
Mrs. Eva Billings was hostess to place. Mr. McEdwards has been in
the Weary Club Saturday. Supper England the past eight months.

arm for sale, 7 acres
wood and lumber,
tab closet, barn,
S A. LAVENDER,
4_ ____________101-It
mattress for double
p , to MRS. HARRY
in St.. Camden Tel.
______________ 101 102

His Unit Cited
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He Was Paid $2 A Oay
For Haying

(Chapter XXI)
| Union Church and many times ;
Rockland, Dec. .7
In this installment of Vinalhaven | meetings were held which drew ’
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
history I am giving statistics a ministers from a large part of the
short vacation and am presenting State. In addition to those, relatives ' E. E. Light’s recent article on
an interesting story in connection were frequent visitors, and my ‘‘Horse and! buggy days” was very
with our town's early inhabitants. father said that on Sundays the interesting, also the one on the
j
The story first children thought they were lucky if town of Union.
Many
of
my
neighbors
in
child

appeared in “The they could eat at the second table,
Vinalhaven but they often had to wait until the hood days made limecasks and; sold
Neighbor” of May table was set a third time. I wonder them in Unicn for cash. It seemed
10, 1939 and from how they managed to get enough to me that Union was the only
place frem which ready money
the pen the Miss to eat.
came Again, in haying time, Union
Gwendoline
In those days Zion was a busy
Greene whose place and in Winter, when Fox Isl was a prosperous farming commun
forbears are the and Thoroughfare was frozen over ity. Most of the farmers hired help
principal charac (which seems to have happened and the bigger boys would' go there
ters of the story. more often than in recent years) | to work. They came back, telling
Miss Greene, a there was considerable passing be- | of getting $2 a day, something never
Vinalhavenite by birth, is a mem tween North Haven and Vinal- ! heard of before. I longed to grow
ber of the faculty of North Haven haven I have a little notebook in i up’To
. ayiP£
Pinafy'18^ 1 ®rri''ed at 0141
High School.
which my grandmother kept one
The story bears the caption
"Evergreen Farm.”

of Winter, a record of the passersbv. !coveted gcaJ' °"e Bundfty morn'
Several days there were 25 vehicles
a friend' and 1 shouldered our
there
were
35.
Dr.
‘
and walked! to Union (15
and one day there were 35.

* * * *
Evergreen Farm came into the Frederick A. Smith in sleigh; oxen miles) to hay for the late Charles
hands of the Greene family in 1837. witli load of hay; Oliver Lewis and Barnard. Instructions were given
The previous owners were Davis and James Fernald on horse sled, etc.) Monday morning, but first a word
©ally Mason of Wiscasset. I do not They used to go on the ice from our from Mrs. Barnard telling us where
know whether they had ever lived shore as it made it a shorter trip we wculd.1 find' cookies and' milk for
cn the place or not, but I have than going up the regular town lunch.
We worked nine days, and when
heard that there was a log cabin road.
we
settled up, Mr. Barnard said,
there before my family built the
My father, Robert F. Greene, be
house. The place was really bought gan to run the place as a milk farm "You ought to work Another day
by my grandfather, 'Robert Greene, March 1, 1891. He took over the to make it even $20 ” At that time
but as he was a minor at the time milk route from W. V. Hunt and ran Mr Barnard! kept several horses
of purchase, it was held in the it for 17 years during which time and ran (two stage routes. Eugene
name of his father, Ebenezer the milk wagon never missed a trip Jones and Mr. Catlin were drivers.
Those fieldls where we mowed the
Greene.
though there were a few days when
grass
are growing thinner each
In 1840, Robert being 21 years old the snow was so deep that only the
year
land
1 the beautiful house has
Ebenezer deeded the place to him. families where there were babies
long
since
gone. The bushes will
Later, several adjoining pieces of depending on the milk were supsoon grow up to woods. The In
land, ranging from 1«4 acres to 30 plied.
acres in size, were purchased. It I I can remember Winter days dians can come bac-k; they can get
E. tH. Philbrick
is interesting to see, by the old j when my father with two or three a living here.
deeds, how a piece of salt marsh, I men to shovel ahead of the pung
which would now be considered would leave home before daylight
MATINICUS MS
worthless, was then valued at a■ and not get back until after dark,
Don Bryant has returned to his
much higher price than good wood- ’ but the babies at least, had their home in New Jersey after a few
land. I suppose the explanation is I milk.
days’ vacation at C. B. Young’s.
that everybody kept sheep, and so
on March 4, 1891 Robert FMrs. Cora Ybung was called, to
wanted salt marsh where the hay Greene married Edith Nichols and 1 Roc'kland"^y
illness of her
could be cut without having to their five children grew up on the daughter-in-law,
Mrs
Dorothy
c>9r the land.
| farm. it seems hard to see a house Youn„
Ebenezer Green was the son of that has been a home for so long,
Mr °and Mrs chaney Wpl wre
Joseph and Dorcas, who first abandoned and desolate—but that supper guests Friday of Miss Snow.
settled Greene’s Island. When Jo seems to be the fate of meet of the
It has been voted that after
seph and Dorcas were old they old farmhouses, doesn't it?
Christmas, Sunday school will begin
turned their property over to Eben
(To |be continued)
at 2 and church services at 3.
ezer and his brother John, who
Sherwin Philbrook has been in
were to take care cf their parents.
(« CUSHING ««
Boston several days on business.
But Ebenezer, and John could not
Newton a. Street ol Woodbridse,
Mr. andi Mrs. Emery Philbrook
agree, so Ebenezer finally left
Conn.,
is
in
town.
and
daughter Emily were week-end
Greene's Island to John and went
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
H.
Olson
have
visitors
on, the mainland.
with his wife and three little girls
returned!
from
several
days
’
visit
Mrs
Jennie
Philbrook and Ro
to take up some land in Arrostook
with their son John in New York. berta Young were recent callers in
County.
That’ was the year of "eighteen
were also guests of Mr. and Rockland and Portland.
Mrs.
Philip
Broughton.
Miss Gracie Philbrook was recent
hundred and froze to death” (1816)
Frank
W.
'Atkins
is
boarding
at
guest
of Mrs. Mrs. Frank Aimes.
that had killing frosts every month
Mr. and' Mrs. IHigfiolcJ Buniker
of the Summer. All that he had the Lucette in Thomaston,
planted was frozen, so when AutMrs Olive Campbell and chil- went to Rockland Monday with
urrm was coming on, he saw that1 dren have moved to Bath, Mrs these passengers Mr. and Mrs.
his family would have nothing to Campbell having sold her property Belcher, who have gone to Mel
live on that Winter and they I on the Back road to a Bristol resi- rose Mass., for the Winter, W. L.
Ames, who has gone to Waterville
started to walk back to the coast. dent.
Mrs. Nora Ulmer is in Rockport, on business; C. B. Young, andi F.
Of course they had to abandon
most of their household goods, but called! by the illness of her sister, Y Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Chaney Ripley went
the oldest little girl, Maria, then Mrs. Isaac Davis. I
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mann of Tuesday to Rockland and later will
about 5 (She later became the wife
of Anthony (Smith) carried a ket 'Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Grover go tc- Somerville, Mass., to spend
tle containing some small articles; and Mr. and Mrs. William Amban the Winter with Mr and Mrs. Stan
the second, Harriet, about 3. had all of Portland were recent callers at ley Ripley.
Mr. Hardiing has gone to Con
she could do to Iwalk unburdened. W. G. Maloney’s.
The mother carried the youngelt,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey of necticut for the Winter.
Lavina, who was about one year old Cape Elizabeth were at their Pilot
L. L. Young has been in Rock
and Ebenezer himself carried on Point home Bunday, returning the land several days recently.
his back a bundle of bedding in same day.
cluding a featherbed.
Mrs. Abby Linscott is visiting holiday.
When
night came on
they relatives in Friendship.
The South Cushing post office
camped on the featherbed by the
Tha church choir met Friday with has been closed. Mrs. Carrie A.
wayside
until
they
reached Mr. and! Mrs. W. G. Maloney to postmaster for more than 31 years,
settled areas where they could practice music for Sunday when was retired. Mail for Hathorne’s
sometimes get lodging at a farm a concert and tree will' be enjoyed Point is now delivered from Pleas
house.
at the church instead of the regu ant Point and Thomaston offices by
Ebenezer left his family at North- lar service.
the Starr Route carrier to boxes
port with his wife’s father, Caleb
Marilyn Maloney
is expected near the site of the former post
Carver, who had moved there from from New York University for the office.
the island, and went “coasting”
that Fall to get money to keep them
through the Winter. Later they
moved to North Haven where Rob
ert, the fourth oi their 1C :hildren
was born, and where they lived un
til they moved to The Farm at Zion
(so called) in Vinalhaven.
To come back to the farm, as I
knew this Aroostook disgression is
irrevelant, most of the 15 acre fields
was cleared by Ebenezer and his
younger sons, David Israel and
Nelson, as Robert was master of a
fishing vessel that went to the
Grand Banks. The first years they
dug between the stumps and plant
ed potatoes which produced a re
markable crop.
The surplus wood was burned in
a charcoal pit in the bax;k of the
field. When that area was last
plowed, 13 years ago. (1926) the
bits cf charcoal were still thickly
scattered through the earth. Char
• Choice ingredients alone
coal was used by my grandmother
do not give Sealtest Ice
in a little stove and in her "smooth
Cream
its outstanding
ing irons.”
flavor and smoothness. These
Robert Greene married Nancy
Manchester in 1843 and their nine
fine qualities result from
children were born on the farm.
knowing bow to blend
Robert died in 1866 of “ship’s fev
and freeze the finest ingre
er” and his widow continued to live
dients. And this comes
there until her death in 1894.
from
years of experience
As my father. Robert F. was the
and painstaking care.
last of her children to marry, he
lived there with her and she deeded
For ice cream at its best
the place to him in 1886 I do not
—insist on Sealtest.
know when the main part of the
house was built but it was probably
in 1838. The ell was added. I have
YOU CAN ALIYA YS DEPEND ON
heard my father say when he was
.two years old, which would make
the date 1859.
People could not have minded
crowding in those days. Besides
Robert and his wife, there were his
father and mother, and at least
six of their children, until they
married, then Robert’s nine were
added.
The school teacher usually board
ed there, and sometimes there would
let Crtam Cnrporttion
be four cr five ministers staying in
Diviutu a/ NatMiml Dairy ProJact! Carp^ratiaa
the house. District No. 5 (Zion) was
Tone io the Joao Devil—Sealtest Village Store Program, with Jack Haler.
the center of the local Methodist
NBC Network
Thuradan. 930 P.
Church group which antedated

FRO-JOY

SOUTHWORTH
?
3«

MACHINE CO.
WARREN! AVE. PORTLAND* ME.
ENGINE REBUILDING - WELDING - PLATINC
METALLIZINC - ELECTRICAL REPAIR
FACTORY AND MILL MAINTENANCE

ICE CREAM

Tuesday*i*rlda

Juesday-Friday
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entertainment will be furnished by
binary degree. In 1886. he was mar- ways of living as a matter of course1
the Hope Grange.
ried to Lois McLellan Hyler. also of became more quiet and confined to
ROCKPORT
CAMDEN
THOMASTON
Mrs. Allan Pratt and ‘daughter.
Thomaston, and. while there are his own fireside, a new pleasure was
«
zx zx zx zx
A A zx z\
Suzanne, of Portland are guests of
not many today who remember the opened to him as he turned to thej
*x
a
Z\ Z\ A, A
Laroy M. Brown Of South Death Of Prominent Thomas joung
E A. OHAMPNEY
Mrs. Pratt’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
couple so outstanding in per- hobby of ship modeling, and from
MISS HELEN M. RICH
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent
ton Man Who Held Local sonal appearance and oMarm, tak- an artistic standpoint, treasured j
Thomaston Receives Pro
Harold
Nash.
Correspondent
Correspondent
« tZ tz
lug a shining part ifi the life of the , are these bits of his handiwork,
Some of the students who have
zx zx zx zx
County and State
zx zx zx
zx zn zx z*'motion In Italy
zs
town in the “Gay Nineties.” there
Day by day the shadows were1
arrived home for the holidays are:
Tel 2229
Tel. 2214
Offices
are
legions
of
the
Creighton
’
s
I
lengthening
for
him
until
the
even|
Marshall
S.
Foxwell
from
Phillips
Tel. 113-3
With the Fifth Army, Italy—La
Academy. Andover. Mass., Ellie Lou
Charles Barr, son cf Rev. James
roy M. Brown of South Thomaston
Again the ranks of the older gen friends, their children's friends, mg Of life came which he filled,
Annual meeting of the Boy Scouts Leighton from Fisher School, Bos-' W. Barr cf We t Rockport, has re
Mrs. Henry Stanley went Thurs recently was promoted from second
the.r grandchi.drens friends who with devotion and service to the
eration have been thinned by the
day to Monhegan where she will to first lieutenant while serving with passing of another lifelong resident will always remember the warm mother of his children, less fortun- of the Abnaki Area was held Tues ten; Joan Perry from Connecticut turned' to his home from Kent s
visit Mr. and Mrs. William Stanley Lieut. Gen. Mark. W. Clark’s Fifth ol Thomaston, Charles Alexander hospitahty of the home they found- ate in freedom from infirmities, day at St. Thomas Parish House, College; Brewer Jameson from Hill Junior College and Preparatory
ar.d in their constant companion- with delegates present from Gardi Governor Dummer Academy. South School. Kent's Hill, to spend the
for a few days.
Army in Italy.
Creighton. Again there is the uni e(h
At
first
it
was
in
the
house
of
Mrs.
ship, their daily experiences, their ner. Augusta. Wiscasset, Dacnari- Byfield, Mass.; David Montgomery Christmas vacation with his par
Mrs. James Carney. Mrs. Avis
A teacher in civilian life, Brown versal feeling of sadness for the
A local from Phillips Exeter. Exeter. N. H.; ents. Active in sports, Mr. Barr was
Brazier, Mrs. Emma I^allorh and entered active service in August, loss of a gcod citizen. Again there Creighton's father. Cap:. "Billy memories of the years in common, seetta and Rockland.
Mrs. Olive Brazier attended the 1942. at Rockland. He was com is the feeling of being the poorer Mac” Hyler, the house on Main this could not be said'■to have been committee headed by Fred Simpson Janice French from Tire Srhool of recently awarded a letter in foot
Third District Council, American missioned at Fort Benning, Georgia, for the loss-of a good friend. But street now owned by Henry W. the least enjoyable portion of their as “Chef. No. 1" prepared the din Practical Arts, Boston; Sidney Mc- ball, and he has helped with the
Legion Auxiliary, meeting at Wal in March, 1943. and served at Camp when a life has been well lived and Jones. In 1890 they built their new life pattern and life was good at the ner. Wives of committee members Keen, Helene Fester and Flora construction of the school's new’ sk.
Wheeler Georgia; Fort Benning; brought to a fitting close it is not house a little farther c'own on Main beginning. And so it was to the end were included in the party of 75. Be Pearse from Colby, Janet McKay I trail built this Fall. Barr was a
doboro Wednesday night.
street, now the home of Mr. Creigh which came on Tuesday morning, sides the delegates from out of town from Oak Grove Seminary.
j member *of the cast of the pla>
There will be no meetings of the Fort Custer, Michigan; and Camp the time for grief alone; rather it ton's cousin. Capt. James Creigh Dec. 12, rather quickly and quietly
The tea given by the Parent- i “Message From KHUFU." present-4
troops. Percy Dunn, Chief Executive
Friday Contract Club until after MoCcy, Wisconsin. Now a mem is the time for rejoicing in the value ton.
after a few days cf illness.
Officer of the Pine Tree Council and Teachers’ Association at the St. cd by Kent's Hill's Dramatic Club
ber cf the 85th "Custer’' Infantry of the life Just ended.
the Holidays.
In
1896
they
bought
of
David
Charles Creighton will be remem Mrs. Dunn were present, John F. Thcmas Parish House Thursday Dec. 14.
Division, Brown has been awarded
Mr. Creighton was bom in Thom
The Federated Sunday school the Combat Infantryman Badge
Starrett
the
house
he
had
built
for
bered at his gracious best by the Choate of Augueta, chief of Ord afternoon, was a great success, with
Albert Ducharme who lias occu
Christmas tree will be held Thurs and the European Theater Cam aston. Aug. 19, 1864. being next to himself on Gleason street and in iriends to whom he was dear. He nance Dept. Adjutant Generals over 100 persons attending. The tea
the youngest of the eight children
pied
an apartment in the Carleton
day night at 7 in the vestry.
tables
were
beautifully
decorated
in
paign Ribbon and Star.
of Capt. James Alexander and Em which they have resided ever since. will be missed by his fellow towns Office as the speaker and two mem Christmas greens and were presided block for several months, has
But
wherever
it
was.
it
w
’
as
a
good
Miss Glenice Lermcnd. a student
men whose esteem and friendship bers of the “Red Jackets" stationed
He has a brother, Sgt Richard A ily (Meservey) Creighton. There
,
, r
home, a real home. Over its mantel he alwavs had. His loss is a desolat at Rockland, who gave a skit dem over by Mrs. Winfield Witham. Mrs. moved to Camden.
at Boston University, will arrive
are many patterns of life, and from
,,,
.. . ...
,
,
Henry Beukelman, Mrs. ^awrence
Allan Robbins is employed at the
j—could with truth be carved the old
home tonight for three weeks' va guests cf Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett the first his____
was destined to follow motto, “Jollity is the offspring of ing one to his beloved wife who now onstrating the use of preservers in Tedford. Mrs. Harry Tounge and Enos E. Ingraham Co. store.
cation, with her parents Mr. and
life-saving.
goes the rest of the journey alpne,
The Federated Church will have pleasant lines His boyhood was un
Mrs. O. E. Wishman and daughter
There j ancj a reai sorrow but a proud and
Mrs. Guy Lermond.
Ray H. Easton, M.M.lc, is home Mrs. Paul Millinton. The next
its Christmas tree Thursday night usually happy and carefree, the wisdom and good living
meeting
will
be
the
last
Monday
in
Mrs.
Barbara Grafton of Perth ArnMiss Harriet Farris, a student at at 7 o’clock.
memory of it enriching his whole w’as ever its welcome, its cheer, its' jovjng memory to his three surviv- from Solomons, Maryland on a 15- January.
bey,
N. J., are visiting friends in
loyalty,
its
generous
sharing,
to
j
ng
<-hilcren,
James.
Robert
and
Leday furlough.
Boston University, will accompany
Mrs. Henry Stanley has returned life. Undoubtedly the crowning ad
town.
make
it
one
of
the
town's
cherished
titia; his grandchildren. Elizabeth
Miss Marjorie Steen is spending
MLss Glenice Lenmond home, on home after a few days’ visit at venture was his experience as a
traditions. To it Mr. Creighton Creighton White, Lois Creighton the holidays at Sherman Station.
Mrs. -Bernice King has moved
Doesn t your choir sing at the
the way to her parents, Mr. and Monhegan. She was accompanied sailor.
brought
no
mean
contribution
from
from
Mrs Emma Torrey's apartment
prison
any
more?
”
by Mr. and Mrs. William Stanley
Mips Jean Goodwin is at her heme
Mrs. Robert Farris, Union.
Of all his good stories this was the wealth of his warm nature—un Abbott, Joanna J. Creighton. Mal
on Union street to Eltn street. Cam
“
No.
Several
of
the
prisoners
and
Mrs.
Annie
Fernald,
who
wll.
colm
L.
Creighton.
Lieutenant
in
Caribou
for
tfie
Christmas
recess.
the one he most delighted to retell. failing kindness, keen humor, en
A special Christmas service will
At the Grange card party Satur complained that it wasn’t included den.
be held Sunday night at the Fed spend a few weeks with their son In those days the sea beckoned joyment of giving happiness to James A. Creighton; and his great
(Continued on Page Four)
and family.
youth and a ship was the fabled others, and quality of mind and grandchild, Ruth Creighton White. day, Burt Ames carried off first in their sentences.”
erated Church.
prize,
Mrs.
Sarah
Young
second,
and
Funeral
services
were
held
at
the
Mrs.
Albert
Gould
of
Boston,
was
magic carpet. And so in 1881 at the manners. There was none of the
Mrs. Leila Smalley will entertain
here
to
attend
the
funeral
of
age of 17 he shipped before the austerity of New England in their Davis Funeral Home Friday after consolation went to Mrs. Mary
the Beta Alpha Club Monday night
Charles
A.
Creighton.
mast on the Joseph B. Thomas, a way of life. It was more the flower noon, Rev. Hubert F. Leach of the Ames cf Lincolnville. There will
at her heme on Knox street.
Federated Church officiating. The be another party Dec. 23.
The
Baptist
Ladies
’
Circle
will
new ship built 'by Capt. Samuel
Rep. and Mrs. William7 T Smith
The Lion’s Club will give a Christ
meet
Tuesday
in the vestry at 2 p. Watts for Capt. ••Bill'’ Lermond ing of New England.
bearers
were Capt. James E.
are spending a few days in Boston.
Those were the days of thf old Creighton, Capt. John Biown, mas party at the Y. M. C. A. for
m..
business
meeting
at
5.
and
sup

who
was
waiting
to
take
her
in
San
They accompanied their son MISgt. per at 6. There will be a joke
gunning
matches—those
happy Richard O. Elliot, Myles S. Weston, the grade school children Wednes
William T. Smith, Jr., who left for Christmas tree in the evening. Each Francisco.
days with dogs and gun to give zest and Raymond E. Thurston of day, from 7 to 9 o'clock.
With Capt. Halver Hyler in com to a man’s side of life; those were
........
.....
Washington Wednesday after a fur is to take a 10-cent gift.
Ralph Wilson, manager of White
Union. Burial was in the Village
mand
and
“
Parpy
”
Watts
as
mate
lough at home.
the days when motoring was a new Cemetery.—By Mary E. McPhail.
hall Inn has recently bought Hotel
Mrs. Charles Ccpeland and Mrs.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle wUl Charlotte Gray of Newton Center, the voyage was made frem Thom but not common delight; when sail
Geneva
at Daytona Beach, Fla.
have a joke Christmas tree Wed Mass., were overnight guests at aston around the Horn to Frisco. ing in good boats was all the fun it
This
Ts
an
hotel of 75 rooms and will
nesday after the supper, which will Knox Hotel, Thursday, coming here There he left the Thomas to ship still is, and these privileges were
be
operated
by Mr. Wilson from
be at 6 o’clock. The men are in to attend the funeral of Charles A. aboard the Santa Clara. Chap shared as freely with the stranger
Dec.
1
to
May
1 of each year, ac
man & Flint owned, commanded by within their gates as with a multi
charge of the supper. Each is to Creighton.
cording
to
plans
now’ being made.
Capt. David Rivers, bound for Liv
take a 10-cent present for the tree.
Frank P. Reid of Brooklyn. N. Y.,
Mrs. Alpheus Jones has returned erpool. Like Dick Whittington he tude of congenial friends. Truly a
goodly heritage was that of the five
There will be no mass at St. home after visiting her daughter,
was guest Friday of his brother-injourneyed to London, but, unlike children who were born to this
James Catholic Church Sunday.
law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Mrs. Wallace Parker, at Marble Dick, he did not stay, for though
home.
At St. John's Episcopal Church head, Mass., for three weeks.
Merchant.
his plans were made to visit the
When W’ith advancing years his
Sunday Evensong will be at 7
In the obituary of Gerald George
Ferdinand Day, B. M., has been Continent, uncontrollable home
o’clock.
Dalzell, printed last week, the list
transferred from Boston to Cali sickness overcame him and he re
of surviving relatives should have
Miss Marilyn Clifford cf Tilton, fornia.
turned by steamer.
contained the name of Robert W.
N. H., wras week-end guest of Mr.
Mrs. Ctonie Jameson cf Camden
Back in his native town, his
Jamieson,
a half-brother, of Cam
and! Mrs. Walter K. Butler.
has been visiting Miss Carrie youth behind him, his manhood be
den.
Christmas Vespers will be ob Thomas.
fore, he began his life work by en
served at 'the Baptist Church Sun
Megunticook Grange meets Wed
The Entered Apprentice degree tering
the
lime manufacturing
nesday night. This will be a rather
day at 5 o’clock. Dr. H. W. Flagg will be conferred Tuesday night at business of his father, J. A. Creigh
o
special meeting as it celebrates the
will give a discourse on “Christmas 7 o’clock at Masonic lodge. Fol ton & Company, a thriving indus
final payment cf the mortgage on
Carols of Many Lands.” Tlie Choral j lowing the degree work Elmo Crozier try of the old days, contributing
TRADE MARK REG. US. PAT. OFF
the Grange hall. Hope Grange and
*
Society, the choristers and the Jun will show movies.
much to the prosperity of the com
Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
ior Choir will choose illustrations
Maurice Brazier. S lc, is passing munity, with .men quarrying rock,
will join in the celebration and the.
from the finest and best known <1 furlough with his family.
teams hauling, men burning lime
. STOPS THIKSt
State Master, E. Carroll Bean, will
Lt. Commander and Mrs. Fred with wood which farmers brought j
Christmas music. SoloLsts will in
Season
of
Memories
and
Time
For
the
be
the
principal
guest.
Supper
will
clude Miss Margaret Simmons, Miss Valley and daughter, Susan, and in from all over the county and
be served at 6.15. A part of the
Leverne Patterson and Miss Joanne nurse, Gunnel Nelson, have returned casks which they coopered in their
Giving of Tender Gifts”
Vinal; Alfred M. Strout, Raymond to Brookline, Mass., after upending
spare time, coasters carrying car
K. Greene, Edward B. Newcombe a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Bow goes of lime to Atlantic and some
and Warren W Whitney; Mrs. doin Graftop.
fir
.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Jones, cele times Gulf ports.
<■*
Faith G. Berry, organist; Albert R
In
time
the
business
was
conduct

W
9
___
_____ fa
brated
their
59th
wedding
anniver

Marsh, violinist; Mrs. Grace M.
►ik
sary Friday, quietly at their home ed by Mr. Creighton in partnership
Strout, director.
his older brother, the late
Mrs. Edgar Ames was dinner on Main street. No reception was with
John
Creighton, an association
guest Thursday of Miss Mildred held. Mrs. Jones being an invalid.
characterized
by the high personal
The couple received many flowers,
Demmons.
standard
of
honor
of the two men.
Mrs. Jonathan French, Jr., and gifts and cards. Mrs. Ruth Leven
Troubled
labor
relations
of modern
Mrs. Jbhn Creighton of Exeter ar saler of Rockland made the bride’s
times
are
in
sharp
contrast
to their
rived Friday to attend the funeral cake. Mr. and Mr 3s Jones have reBE THRIFTY! BUY SOME
almost
family-like
relations
with
of Charles A. Creighton. They were sided in this town for many years.
their
"men
”
to
whom
they
in
turn
They have one daughter, Mrs. Celia
THING FOR THE MAN OR BOY
Oliver, who makes her home with were known with respect and affec
tion
as
‘
Charles
and
John."
He
re

them.
TO WEAR. YOU’LL SAVE
Pupils of the Green street school tired in 1935. *
fa
Always
a
staunch
Democrat
and
were given a luncheon by their
MONEY
HERE.
USE
THE
ft
always
keenly
interested
in
politics,
parents and teachers Friday noon
he
served
his
town
both
as
select

at the Federated Chinch vestry. The
SAVINGS TOWARD ANOTHER fa
MAT. 2(H), EVE. 7 ami 9
children were seated according to man and member of the school
&
grades, with colorful name cards at board fcr many years, and his
BOND.
County as State Senator in 1918-19.
each
place.
After
lunch
was
served
TODAY TUESDAY IS
the pupils went to the Green street He was a former member of the
A?
BARGAIN DAY
school ^where each grade held a Democratic State Committee and a
(Ift MRN’S
_ _
W
Christmas tree. The committee member of the Prison Commission.
BOVS’
2 FEATURES FOR.
If, as many believe, one of the
consisted
of
Mrs.
Lawrence
Carroll.
Adults 30c
Children 12c
£- LINED FROCKS
y CORDUROY PANTS
Mrs. Robert Mayo. Mrs. Lawrence really great achievements of life Ls
fa
HEAV» GRADE
a
happy
home,
then
in
this
sphere
S5
31I
GRADE
Sawyer. Mrs. Shirley Rand. Mrs.
i? BEST QVAI.ITV
“Brother Rat”
fc
A SENSIBLE
was
his
success
marked
in
extraorJack McChesney, Mrs. Bernard
5 GIFT FOR HIM
s? LONG HEARING
Whitten,
Mrs.
Anna
Levan,
Mrs.
with
Roland Morse, Mrs. Robert Mac- Brown, with the Air Corps in Eng
W. MORRIS, P. LANE
Farland, Mrs. Horace Maxey, Mrs. land.
BOVS’
.
and
The lieutenant’s wife. Virginia E.
Elmer Ingalls and Mrs. Forest
Stone.
Browm. lives with his parents. M“
S SPORTf COATS
yjj « MACKINAWS
A
“Missing Juror”
Pvt. Chesley Adams left Friday and Mrs. Alfred drown, in South
M
REG.
$11.88
GRADE
kVZX/
I
QfllW
£(■
for Camp Croft, N. C, after spend Thomaston.
SPECIAL
PRICE
AN
EXCELLENT
GIFT
|
ing a furlough with his father,
Brown attended Western State
WEDNESDAY- THURSDAY
Frank
Adams.
Teachers
College at Gorham.
Brought Back
Dr E. R. Moss will conduct the
g Men’s Heavy Coat Sweaters I MEN’S HEAVY SWEATERS
“Thousands Cheer” second in a series of whooping
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
ccugh and diphtheria serum inocu
I^There is no scarcity of charming, practical gifts fc
All Star Cast
100% WOOL
ALL WOOL
lations this week. Arrangements
in
this
store.
It
is
true
that
you
may
not
get
the
fc
HARD FINISH
JON
LOUISE
IZ-*
nm?.
CONTENTS
may be made with either. Dr. Moss
HAtt ItlBRITlWlI nwnSS^
LONG WRARING
35% NEW 65% REU.
same things 4s in other years in a few instances—
or Mrs. William Flint, town nurse.
BLUE, GRAY, BROWN
SHAKER KNIT
micsiBiK
but our stocks are heavy with fine gifts. Come in
no’? *Mr*»
and see for yourself.
TUES.. WED.
2 BIG
'*f»f im
Boys’ Hooded Mackinaws
Men’s and Boys’ Dress Pants
^DIAMONDS—plenty of them of splendid quality.
Till RS.
HITS
^JEWELRY—in excellent supply and of real dis- r»
ALWAYS A USEFUL GIFT
fa
Latest News
tinction.
fc
HUNDREDS
OF
THEM
TO
CHOSE
FROM
Edward G.
Marlene
George
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
.ALL PRICES
fa
A TINY NEW STAR
Robinson
Dietrich
f Raft
^IDENTIFICATION JEWELRY is all 'the rage this Oft V
i»---a LLUWI
non
year. We have it—and how!
$10.00 to $12.00 Grades Now $8.97 j*

Now A First “Looey”

Charles A. Creighton

The Church V
Group for Peace w:
at 3 o'clock at St. '
crof't to vote cn the
ule as proposed bj
board.

Erwin M Spear. J
and Mrs. Erwin Spe
kin street, is at hon
mas recess from T
School. New Hampto
shire.

Spencer Foundatu
individually designt
altl needs. Mrs. Mi
235 Broadway. Tel

BARI

ofALI

COFFI

VACUUM
PACKED IN JARS / %

BUY

M XI
delight
fit a w
attract i

•tit I i Islii'.

DUE!
ability.
SKA A

so you
smart a
r.'.

TANGY... OPT.

*8

I R|

|y
I

® RftB K S

ALSO
Vera Hruba Ralston—Erick Von Stroheim
“STORM OVER LISBON ’

3

{^LEATHER GOODS in wide variety and charm— u*
makes ideal gifts.

-*

«KO «A0K> EICTUU
SHARYN MOFFETT rn eswwo un ocorwdi
GEORGf arvEuwn • muirt *mt ntiw caripon
TODAY
ALAN LADD

“AND NOW TOMORROW”

PERSONALITY

NEW YEAR’S EVE
MIDNIGHT SHOW
Tickets Now on Sale
A Nice Gift for High School
Boys and Girls for Christmas
COMING SOON

PERMANENTS
Includes
SILAMPOO. CUT, SET
from

$5.00
Flattering,

ROCKLAND.

AND
fc
if none of these lines fit your needs—take a look at fc
our—

SPECIAL GIFTS TABLES
I^Such an array of original and intriguing gifts are
displayed that your Christmas gift problem will
face a quick solution.

KARL LEIGHTON

V

GILBERT’S BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST.,

A

$
A

PHONE 142

101-T-tf

|

JEWELER

357 IVIAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND? MF

Boys’ Or Girls’ Ski Pants
HEAVY

WARM

3-98 and 5.88

ROCKLAND, ME. g

$7.44

$7.00 to $8.00 Grades Now

$6.44 fa

HARD FINISH LONG WEAR
MEN’S PANTS

JUST RECEIVED
$1.50 1() $2.00
VALUUS

1.19

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS
BETTER GRADE

special-

1.44

'ECONOMY

g

O Q7 ‘ '
*

lovely
Sizes 3
Smai
Christn

Lace
satin, c

SHE

frilly n
practic i
KAY
sleeves,
pink, o

A FE
some v
frill fr<
Sizes 3

Slop

they're
chenilh
Sizes 3
Slopi

of all t
brown,
Pleni

topnotr
Fine
and ra]
All-V
navy 0

this Ch

BLOt
long re
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MEN’S SMART NECKWEAR g

MEN’S LEATHER BELTS

Multi

TOP

$8.50 to $9.00 Grades Now

’!gxtcM;<retcis«(cto«eictcici(«<(<cintc<cic<c<cx<^^’:*c’e

TIE AND KERCHIEF SETS

Come In—Browse Around-j-Make Your Selections fc
At Your Leisure
All Gifts Handsomely Wrapped

natural-looking

permanents for every type ot
hair—thrift priced for winter!
Our experienced, friendly op
erators will give you a spark
ling rave-about hair-do you'll
love. Come in TODAY!

t^GLASSWARE—you’ll be surprised at the beauty A
of the glassware gifts for 1944.
A

m

Multi
able foi
ing. Te

QQ

17-44-8-44 s 9.88

“MANPOWER”

Ream
these In
Blue, r<

TOP
rocco,

49c 55c 95c §
.

A
’SMAI
these al

bill FOLDS $1.59
BETTER GRADES
LARGE ASSORTMENT

$2.44 fc
$3.44 fc
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Correspondent
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Tel. 2229
Barr, .‘on cf Rev. James
f We t Rcckport, has reJo his home from Kent's
lor College and Pnparatcny
|K nt's Hill, to .'■pend the
vacation with his par|tne in .•>; OJ1 Mr. Barr was
aided a letter in foot|1 he lias helped with the
ion of the school’s new ski
it this Fall. Barr was a.
jf the cast of the play .
From KITUFU,'' present *
Dramatic Club
cut's Hi

Ducharme who lias occu|ipa::inc:ii in the Carleton
ir several menths, has
Camden.
Jtobbin., is employed at the
fngraham Co. store.
E. Wishman and daughter
bara Grafton of Perth AmiJ . are v. it ing lriends in

Bernice King has moved
Emma Torrey's apartment
street to Elm street, Cam-

Itinued on Page Four)
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Feminines surely are ^giving a
grand account of themselves in loy
alty to the Woman’s Educational
Club, for they have recently ac
cepted invitations to become Life
Members to a degree amounting to
a boom. Thirty-three new lifers,
names soon to appear, are added to
The Church Women’s Stud.v I A shower was recently given Mrs. the former roll of 64. so that there
Group for Peace will meet Dec. 27 i Gil iert Leadbetter at her apart- already are 97 Lifers. When the
at 3 o’clock at St. Peter's Under mc it on High street. Refreshments goal of 100 by May 1945 when this
croft to vote on the Winter sched wr 3 served and Mrs. Leadbetter re- i club celebrates its V-Day to honor
ule as proposed by the executive ce ?d many lovely gifts. Those its Jubilee Silver Anniversary, lt
board.
rr° ent were: Mrs. Horace Lead- ! was believed to be impossible, but
be ‘ er. Mrs. Milton Ames, Mrs. iRoy j cn the contrary it is now almost
Erwin M. Spear, Jr., son of Mr. C. htree Mrs. Sidney Norton, Mrs. over the top in December, with
and Mrs. Erwin Spear of 64 Ran Bi iie Young, and Mrs. Gilbert many good promises ‘‘after Christkin street, is at home for Christ . I: de of Camden; Mrs. Zenas Mel- 1 mas.”
mas recess from New Hampton I vin of Thomaston; Mrs. Harvey
School. New Hampton, New Hamp : Ci ?ker. Mrs. Carl Philbrook, Mrs.
Mrs. Neil Novicka (Esther Mun
shire.
! Austin Joy, Mrs. Alden Johnston, ro) was honor guest at a surprise
j Mrs. Thomas Chisholm. Miss Thel- shower Wednesday at her home on
Spencer Foundation Garments ' ma Brown, Miss Emma Harding, Grace street, the hostesses being
Individually designed supports for Mrs. George O’Neil, Mrs. Alfred Miss Patricia Ac'ams, Miss Virginia
alii needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh, | Rennison, Mrs. James Cavanaugh, Derby and Mrs. Helen Knight.
235 Broadway. Tel 296W. 98*101 j Mrs. Donald Goss, Mrs. Freeman Others present were Mr. and Mrs.
. Brown, Jr., of Rockland and Mrs. Robert Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Childs. Mis. Golden H. Mun
; Emma Joy of North Haven.
ro. Mrs. Mary Haskell, Miss Mad
Miss Amanda Wood, telephone eline Munro, Miss Margaret Huntoperator at the Underwater Sound ley and Barrett Jordon. Mrs. No
Laboratory, Harvard University, vicka has recently returned from a
Cambridge, is spending the week visit with her husband's parents in
with her sister. Mrs. Leroy Kalloch. Detroit, Mic.h. While there she was
COFFEE
tendered a reception and shower.
VACUUM
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller go
PACKED
Friday to Portland for a Christmas
Mrs. Alfred C. Creed of Vinalha
IN JARS
j visit with Mr. and Mrs. R. Wyman ven was in Rockland Saturday, on •
Foster.
her way home from a week's vaca
tion visit with her sister, Mrs. An
AsA four
We will close evenings throughout drew Cassie in Worcester, and her
Grocer
this week at 6 p. m. Alfreda Perry cousin, Mrs. Arthur Brown In Bos
7 Limerock St.
101-lt ton.

Social Matters

GARDEN
of ALLAH

#

☆

*

She’ll thank yon If yon

MAKE IT A BELL CHRISTMAS
☆

Thanks for HOSIERY

★

*

*

LUXURIOUS, SHEER IlA VOX UIIIEFOXS. What a grand gift to
delight a feminine heart. Exquisitely made, with that smooth clinging
fit a woman loves. 50 denier, 54 gauge for ultra sheerness. Comes in
||5
attractive gift box....................................................................... ...........................
DRESSY SHEER CHIFFONS. Beautifully woven for smartness and dur
ability. A gift sure to make a hit with any miss — or her mother . . .

•Mi®

SKA.VII.KSS CniFFOKS. Perennially famous for flattery. 400 needle . . .
so you know they’re tops for beauty. Sheer ... so you know they’re
smart and lovely..................................................................................................
•

• US. PAT. OFF

fr

rwnst
M

.........

«

Lace and Tailored PAXTIES. Choose her gift from our selection of
satin, crepe or jersey panties. Outstanding values
to ]^®

MAN OR BOY

.

SAVE

USE

&

THE

’y
1 .

.691

&
A
&
&
&

SHEER OR CREPE BLOUSES. Smart and dressy with drawstring or
frilly necklines. Mostly white hut a few pastels. In tailored styles too. A
practical and much-appreciated gift. Sizes 32-38 ............................................
RAYON CREPE OR SATIN’ BLOUSES. Three-quarters length or long
sleeves. Dressy and tailored styles. White or black, or pastels in yellow, •><)£)
pink, or blue. She’ll wear it gratefully and gracefully. Sizes 32-38 . . .
A FEW’ OF A KIX’D in much-wanted long sleeves. Crepe or sheer blouses,
some with lace detailing, round necks, frilly cuffs, and
frill fronts. Whatever your choice, it's sure to please her.
and
Sizes 32-38 ................................ ..... ...........................................

3.98 r
.

Pleated All-wool SKIRTS. Flirty, eye catching styles in the season's
topnotch dark colors or pastels. A popular gift item. Sizes 24-30 . . . £^®9
Fine Selection of SLACKS. Slick little numbers in gabardine or wool
and rayon flannel. Dark green, navy or brown. Sizes 12-20 3»» to

e

IECKWEAR
s

A Christmas Program In
Cong’l Church On Friday
Night

Music lovers are looking fcTward
to the Christmas concert to be givpn by the Rubinstein Club in the
Congregational
Church
Friday
night at 8 o’clock. Everyone is invited to be present to join in singing of carols by the audience, and
tc enjoy the following program:
Organ and piano. Mrs. Nettie B.
Averill and Mrs. Faith G. Berry:
vocal solos, Miss Margaret L. Simmons’> violin solos> lMiss Bertha E.
Luce: 'P!ano "olos Mis:t Dorothy
Havener; reading Mrs. Norma An
derson.
J H. Palmer of Anchorage. Alassilver collection will be reka, is spending Christmas with his'ceived' benefitting the War Music
cousins. Mr. and Mrs. J. Dana Sendee. Mrs. Faith G. Berry is
Knowlton, Mr. Palmer. Mr. and Mrs c"airman of the concert.
Knowlton and Miss Ramona Dow
WHITNEY 6. PIERSON
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Fran
Whitney jS. Pierson, 82, who died
ces Tinker of Ellsworth, and Mr.
and Mrs. diaries Gould of South in Malden, Mass., Dee. 8.. was born
Orrington.
J in Tenant's Harbor son of Capt.
_____
| Richard and Jeanna (Dwyer),
Miss Virginia Ulmer of Belmont, j Pierson.
Mass., is expected to arrive for the
He wen^ i° sea as a young man
Christmas holidays with her parents an<^ then learned the stone cutter’s
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Ulmer, Jr., ’ trade and was employed about four
years in yinalhaven. Tenant’s Har
Spring street.
bor and .Spruce Head. He then went
Alden Ulmer Jr.. Is having a tc Massachusetts, where he was enWeeks’ vacation from his duties at eag,ed >nJhe retail grocery business
the Electrical Shop, Bath Iron in Waltham, Cambridge, and Mal
den, until his retirement 10 years
Works.
ago. William W. Graves of Rock
The Methebesec Club met Friday land was associated with Mr. Pier
afternoon at the Rockland Public son in Malden from 1901 to 1911,
Library, with Miss Ruth L. Rogers, doing business under the firm name
president of the club, as hostess, j °f W. S. Pierson & Company. Mr.
Miss Caroline Jameson, program' Graves bought the business in 1911,
chairman, conducted the program,. a1-^ Mr. Pierson continued in the
the topic of which was, “Ideals in same fine with various firms.
Art.’’ A paper, “Christmas at

the

Mr. Pierson who had been a Ma-

★

★

BLOCK PLASTICS ZIP-TOP BAGS.
Here arc smart numbers she’ll
long remember you by. Choose her gift from black or shell...................... 49®
TOP HANDLE FRAME RAGS. They’re made of genuine pin-seal mo
rocco, which means they're tops for service and smartness...................... 5®»
i

Sgt. Robert Fay, now overseas, and

★

★

★

strong man wise.

William and Thomas Pierson a There's no defeat, in truth, save
from within;
granddaughter.
Miss Eleanor Pierurday.
Unless
you are beaten there, you’re
sen, all of Malden, and a greatbound
to win.”
granddaughter.
Mrs. Samuel K. Gamache of
* * * *
Services
were
held
Sunday
in
the
Spring street entertained at sup
Stronger
than
the dark, the light.
Weir
Funeral
Home,
Malden,
Rev.
per and cards Saturday night. The
Stronger than the wrong, tha
usual baked bean supper was en Robert C. Monbleau. officiating. In
right.—'Phillips Brooks
joyed by the guests. Winners at terment was in Achorn cemetery,
* * * *
Rockland,
Monday.
cards 'were Gerald U. Margescn,
A
diamond
of
gem quality, weigh
Mrs. Harry I. Bartlett, Mrs Edwin
Mrs.
Ruth
Nichols
Jacobs
left
ing
530
karats
in
the rough, was re
E. Wefclber and Donald P Perry.
yesterday for Hcndo. Texas, to be cently found in Africa. This is
The Tuesday Afternoon Contract : with her husband, Lieut. Roy A. twice the size of and previously
Club met last (week with Mrs.. Har- j Jacobs, while he is stationed at the found in the British Colonial Em
old J. Smith at her home on Old j Hondo Army' Air Base. Mrs. Jacobs pire.
♦ • * *
County road. Prizes went to Mrs. i has been spending a month with
A fine prayer: The Lord preserve
Edwin Webber and Mrs. Samuel K. | her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A J.
thy going out and thy coming in.
Gamache.
Nichols.
* * • *
Rutabaga Puff
Cook one tablespoon chopped
i onion in butter slowly for five
i minutes, add two and a half cups
; ccoked yellow’ turnips, mashed, and
; one teaspoon salt, a quarter tea1
' spoon ipepper, one tablespoon supar.
i Beat two egg yolks until thick and
I combine witii first mixture, then
I beat two egg whites until stiff pnd
I fold in carefully. Turn Into greased
I baking dish and bake in hot oven
! (400 degrees F.) about twenty mini utes. Serve at once. Apprcxim&te
I yield: six portions.
♦ ♦ * *
In this moment of great trial and
testing for all mankind, at this
juncture of decision which 1 can
bring great perils or great opportun
ities, men in public life, are turning
to prayer for direction and security.
It is natural, it is well that they
should. It Ls natural that a Christ
ian should pfay that they may sure
ly discern—and realize—their des
tiny.
A- V♦ ♦ » ♦

MINE IS A MIRA-CURLthe COLD WAVE Permanent

In chatting with some friends the
other c’ay the conversation drifted
around to the war.
“How long is it likely to last?’’
asked one.
"Fifty years.” replied another.
“Fifty years,” said a third. ‘’You’re
optimistic. The fighting in the last
war took 4t4 years, but it was fol
lowed by an economic war, a finan
cial war, a social war—The war
never really stopped.”
♦ • ♦ •
One thing delightful to me is the
old songs the radio singers give.
This morning I listened to that gen
tle old favorite of days gone by,
“Sweet Belle Mahcne.” Do you re

You've never enjoyed a permanent until

|
$2.44
$3.44 ft

-- **'>«'*

n .*

Color at her fingertips in
............................15®

....... >99

CUTE. W’ARM BILYYY MITTS. Red or green knit palms. The toast
of the town to keep fingers toasty warm. A fine value

«ww w »r

435
MAIN

(SMARTLY STYLED FABRIC GLOVES.
these attractive gloves that make worthwhile gifts .

£

ST.,

ROCKLAND
98-101

A

Bell
378 MAIN, ST., ROCKLAND

Wagner, Sic., U. S. Coast Guard, wedding and reception included:
Ralph Pape, SKV3c., U. S. Navy. Mrs. William Byrnes and MLss Vel

ma Byrnes of Taunton, Mass., for
merly of Rockland, Miss Eleanor
Cohen Miss Terry Levin and Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Peilmutter of Green
Meadows, Md., Crockett Watson,
Robert Chilton. E. P. A. Smith and
Wendall Forhan, Patuxent, Md.,
Paul Horeyseck. Rockland; Merrill
Donahue, Belfast; Mina Austen and
Helen Jensen, Hyattsville, Md.,
Miss Ione Louraine, Rockland; and
County Attorney and Mrs. Stuart, Lieut. Harlan Estes, Q. M. C„ of
C. Burgess go tomorrow to North' California.
Weymouth. Mass, where they will J Mrs Damon
graduated from
spend the week-end and Christmas Rockland High School in 1939 and
with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H Bur- Is employed in the Surgeon-General’s office in Washington, D. C„ Mr.
gess.
Damon, BMlc U. S. Navy, attended
«
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Karl have elementary schooLs in Haydenville
returned from Boston, where Mrs. and the Smith Vocational School
Karl has been a patient for sever in Northampton, Mass., before en
al weeks at the Baker Memorial listing in the Navy in 1940. He has
Hospital. Mrs. Karl is much im been overseas in Iceland and Eng
land the past two years.
proved in health.

Lyle W. Cater, S2c, U. S. N„ Edward
Scheffler, BM2c, USCG., and Mrs.
Scheffler; Jaihes Kennedy, Sic.,
USCG., and Mrs. Kennedy; Mrs.
Laura Cummings, Miss Ruth Spear,
Miss Mary Ramsdell, Misses Evelyn
Louise and Celia Kirk. Miss Rose
Cucclnello. Misses Carolyn and Hel
en Candage, Lois Tracy and Mrs.
Herbert A. Kirk.

!

'cate's‘s
THE ONE BEST

. LAST MINUTE GIFT!

Fashion

picks

these beautiful
and warm furs for
the season’s new
est topcoats . . .
the tuxedo and
the swagger, with
their deep armholes designed es
pecially to slip
easily over suit
and wool dresses.

1

you’ve treated yourself to a MIRA-CURL Cold
Wave—the ultimate in comfort—no clamps!

“Wait for me at heaven’s gate,
sweet Belle Mahone.”

«* •*

Fugitive fragments of time may
lead to wealth.

Soft natural-looking waves that arc close to
the scalp—The Cold Wave permanent that

HEAR BETTER
—win new friends!

These Waves are Available at
NI

§1.59

WILLI VMS - FAV RE AU
DAMON-HALL
The marriage of Arlene Ruth
Philip Wilcutt Damon, son of Mr.
Favreau, daughter of Mrs. Donald and Mrs. Charles M. Damon of
E. Robbins of Portland, and Sher Haydenville, Mass., and Patricia
wood E. Williams, son of Mrs. Lilia Glenn Hall, daughter of Mr. and
Williams of Thomaston was sol- and Mrs. Rufus A. Hall of Rockemnized Saturday night at the land, were married Dec. 9 in the
home of the bride on Lisle street. First Congregational Church of
Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead perform Washington. D C, Rev. Howard
ed the ceremony beneath a lighted Stone Anderson reading the single
arch of Christmas greens and red ring service.
berries.
Miss Carol Virginia Hall of RockThe bride wore a street-length j land sister of thp bridp wag majd
dress of pale orchid wool with green of honor and
MoCracken of
accessories. Her corsage was of Patuxent, Md. was best man The
yellow roses. She was attended by I bride was given ln marria b hpr
Mis. Merten Quinn of Thomaston, i father Incidental music and the
sister of the bridegroom, who wore , wedding marches were plaved by
a dress of navy blue and a corsage the organifit of thp church DecQia_
of reft rcses. Percy Williams of tions 'were palms and chrysanthe
Thomaston, brother of the bride- mums and lighting at the altar was
grt>om was best man.
oy candelabra. The ushers were
A reception was held following Capt. David Morgan Campbell, M
the ceremony, with a few close A C , and Capt. John Gracie, 2d
friends and relatives present.
M. A C.. both of Washington.
The bride wore ivory satin, prin
WIN Club was entertained Thurs cess style, sweetheart neckline, full
day night by Mrs. Clinton Barbour. train, full length veil, pearl juliHonors at bridge Went to Mrs.
ette cap with blusher. She carried
Florence Knowlton, Mrs. Vance
an arm bouquet of calla lilies. The
Norton and Mrs. Gardner French. maid of honor wore pink brocaded
satin, drop shoulders with net in
Dorcas Club was entertained yes
sert and short train. Her flowers
terday by Mrs. Abbie W. Hanscom.
were an arm bouquet of pink roses
Mrs. Wilbur S. Vasso is a patient and blue iris. Mrs. Hall, mother of
at Knox Hospital. Her husband, the bride, wore aqua wool sheer
Pvt. Vasso, who is stationed at with bead trim, black accessories
Camp Wheeler, Ga, is expected and a gardenia corsage.
home today on an emergency fur Following the ceremony a recep
tion was held at the Roger Smith
lough.
Hotel, Washington. Mr. and Mrs.
The Auxiliary of Canton Lafay Damon were assisted in receiving
ette will hold a Christmas party to by Mr. and Mrs. Hall, Miss Carol
morrow night in Odd Fellows Hall. Hall and .Louis McCracken. Among
t-hose attending were about 70 co
Canton members are invited.
workers of the bride, from the Sur
Mrs. Fred Collamore of Camden geon-General’s offlee, and many of
road will entertain E. F A , Club to her Rockland friends who are now
located in Washington. Decorations
morrow afternoon.
at the reception, consisting of bas
Mrs. Grace Rollins left yesterday kets of chrysanthemums, and the
for Fryeburg to spend the holidays decorations at the church, were ar
with her daughter, Mrs.
James ranged by Miss Helen Dunphy.
Miss Jane Watson of Brownville,
Merrill.
Tenn., was in charge of the guest
Theodore Oliver, Sic, U. S. Coast book. Refreshments, including sli
Guard entertained friends at a hap ces of the bride’s cake, were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Damon are on a
py Christmas party Saturday night
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam- ! trip through the Blue Ridge mounuel J. Canciage, Camden street. tains of Virginia, Mrs. Damon
Features of the party included a wearing light blue wool costume
Christmas tree and other seasonal with pink accessories, aqd a cor
decorations, games and refresh sage of pink roses.
Out of town guests attending the
ments. Those present were: Adrian

call it?. The chorus had this refrain

makes your hair easy to manage—

Thanks for GLOVES

The pc-oqie is the most intelli
gent pure-ibred dog according to
tests made by the American Kenne*l club, which is the governing
body for shows and registering of
pedigreed dogs in the United States.
Obedience tests were arranged to
show the degree to which a pedi
greed deg would furnish compan
ionship to its master. The “de
grees" are 'Companion dog,” “Com
panion deg excellent,” and “Utility
dog.”
* ♦ » «
No hope huh?
Your plans failed?
You feel defeated?
You are in that what's-the-use
stage?
You just don’t give er hoot!
Well, there never has been a suc
cess without that feeling coming
first. It is the test life gives you to
see if you can take it. If you can't
you have no right to happiness.
For you CAN, if you WILL.
It is just making up your mind
to go on whatever failure comes—
to go on doing yqur best. Perhaps
in another direction. But going on.
“There is no failure except in giv-ing up.

mother, Mrs Frank Small, of Vinalhaven, were in Rockland Sat

Add 20% tax on Bags

&

**«*

5011 more than 50 years, was a member of Sterling Lodge, F. A. M„ of
Malden membei oi the Knights
ot Pythias and of the Odd Fe.lows.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierson observed
their golden wedding anniversary
two years ago.
He is survived by his wife, Alice
Graves Pitrson. formerly of Rockland; a son, Richard W. Pierson of No real fall so long as one still
, ’
’
, .
tries,
Malden; a daughter, Mrs. Adelle
Fay, of Arlington, three grandsons For seeming set-backs make the

★

TOP ZIPPER. ROLL COLLAR RAGS. Give her a bag-full of charm
this Christmas with a pleated, simulated leather beauty............................

A constant fidelity in small things
is a great and heroic virtue. This
has been said by a wise man and
he might have added a friend con
stant in fidelity is worth more than
het weight in gold.
• • • •
One realizes the need of tran
quility and stillness if he Ls to ex
perience to the full a heart
brimmed with holy joy and feel
Christ's presence near.

Grana Canyon," written by Mrs. I
Orissa Merritt, was read by Mrs. J
Ruth Ellingwood. Sixty reproduc-1
tions of paintings, the property of
Miss Jameson were on exhibition.
Miss Jameson described the paint
ings and told something of the lives
of the artists. The reproductions,
mounted on four screens, will be on i
Tor, 1 I
exhibition at the library until Jan
1.
_____
j
Mrs. Clvde Bickford and her

for lasting loveliness!”
Thanks for HANDBAGS

g

★

Rubinstein Concert

Sloppy Slip-on SWEATERS. Classic and charming. Warm, because
they’re closely knitted. Popular ... they’re campus favorites. Also novelty
chenille sweaters. Maize, baby pink, baby blue, cherry, fuchsia and others.
Sizes 34-40
.......................................................................................................
Sloppy Cardigan SWEATERS. Choose yoUr gift from a fine selection
of all-wool or regulations. Heavenly warm . . . fashion perfect. Black,
a Rf)
brown, navy, also luscious pastels. Sizes 34-40 ; 38-46 ................................. *

Ldes Now $8.97

K 3-97

★

All-Wool Flannel SLACKS.
Another Bell Shop winner—in dark green,
navy or brown. She'll live in ’em and love ’em. Sizes 12-20...................... 5®»

&
o ( HOSE FROM
/fc
ES
S
IL GIFT

s Now

5®®

★

Thanks for SPORTSWEAR

SWEATERS

$7.44
$6.44

★

★

zJl®9

••■nr
t
u .1 <4 .4 -u F , “

Dress Pants

★

Thanks for BLOUSES

.•I

iRD ANOTHER

S Now

★

Multifilament Rayon Crepe GOWNS. It’s off to dreamland in
lovely style. Lacy bodice and cap sleeves. Dressmaker details. Tearose.
Sizes 34-40. Extra sizes 4.99 ...............
Smartly Tailored SLIPS. The year-in, year-out gift favorite come
Christinas time. Tearose, blue or maize. Sizes 32-40 . . . . . . . .
]99

$

BUY SOME-

★

Reautaful Ulienille ROUFS. There’s heavenly warmth and smartness in
r these heavily-tufted chenille robes that come in such captivating designs.
Blue, rose, wine or aqua. Sizes 14-20. Extra sizes 6.99.................................
Multifilament Crepe PAJAMAS. Pretty for lounging . . . comfort
able for bedtime . . . she'll love their man-tailoring, their contrasting piping. Tearose, blue, inaize or white. Sizes 32-38. Others at 5.99 ....

k -a

OU'LL

★

Thanks for LINGERIE

Mrs. James W. Emery was hostess
at a party Thursday night at her
heme, honoring Capt. Mary S
Emery, of the Army Nursing. Corps,
Mrs. Emery's guest, and featuring
a surprise shewer fcr Mrs. Fred
erica Hilton of Bremen. These at
tending were: Mrs. Lercy Tolman
Misses Gladys, Josephine and Mary
Tolman, and Mrs. Glenice Farmer
of Rockville; Mrs. Dorothy Creekett of Rcckport. Mrs. Avis Tolman,
Mrs. Evangeline Sylvester. Mrs.
Harriet Emery, Mrs. Marjory Ripley, Mrs. Kcra Crcckett, Mrs. Vivi
an Harden and Mias Cynthia Tib
betts. Mrs. Hilton was the recipi
ent of many dainty gifts, uniquely
arranged under an umbrella. Misses
Gladys and Mary Tolman plaved
the guitar and Mrs. Farmer the
piano, and there was greup singing.
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AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
ROCKLAND, ML

HEARING AID

$Afl COMPLETE

*tU

I
Model A-2-A
' With Neutral-Color
Earphone and Cord

AND BARBER SHOP
284-286 MAIN ST.

RADIONIC

TEL. 826

SPECIAL NOTICE TO PATRONS
We are pleased to announce that we have secured additional
experienced operators and can now meet all appointments on tbe
minute. Open every night until 8 o’clock by appointment.

GOODNQW’
liiBi PRESCRIPTION

DRUGGISTS!

TEL. IliSW MAIN L PARK STS

84-tf

No gift could give better satisfaction or more lasting
pleasure, whether purchased first or last.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.

s

Keeps Meehans Busy

With MacArthur

Husband of Rockland Woman Damage Done By Hurricane
Means Much WorkOfficer on Ship Which
Quick Brook Job
Took Him Back To
When Supt Alfred C. Hocking,
Philippines

who has charge of John C. Meehan
Lieut. Jasper D Akers of Rich & Son granite plant at Clark
mond, Va., who has been in the Island, predicted that the brcok
Navy 26 years, is electrical engi junction at the cornor of White and
neering officer of the Cruiser Nash Limerock streets could be walled
ville, on which Gen. MacArthur and. covered in five days the city
returned to the Philippines. Lieut officials looked upon him as either
Akers’ last visit to Rockland was in rasp or over-enthusiastic
June 1943. His wife lives at 138
But it was done, and would have
Limerock street, Rockland.
been done one day sooner but for
The story of Gen. MacArthur’s j the failure of expected trucks to
return to the Philippines is thus 1 show up. And the brook which has
told toy William B. Dickinson, Unit- i been rushing seaward, lo! these
ed Press war correspondent:
< many years, will continue to go on
• ♦ * *
j like Mr. Tennyson's brook—forever,
Two unsuccessful attacks were and remain within the enclosure
made on another cruiser. No enemy which mankind has built. It is
planes or ships interfered at any there to stay—forever.
Out of the, famous Clark Island
time.
As we entered Leyte Gulf this granite quarry came the stone
morning a destroyer detected a necessary for this job—300 tons of
submarine and later dropped sev it including 1200 square feet of
eral depth charges far off on the cover stones, ranging from 6 to 10
feet in length. One block, as a
horizon
Floating mines were reported at matter of fact, was 7x11 feet. Each
various times, but none anywhere cover stone weighed from one to
near our ship. At 8.20 a m. today, five tons. John C. Meehan & Son
the navigator was able to report no furnished and delivered the stone.
The work on the brooks (for there
enemy planes had been sighted.
At the beginning of our voyage, are two of them) was done by a
the cruiser and its destroyer escort city crew, with the reliable aid of
zigzagged along in the bright sun a steel crane and shovel loaned by
light. At mid-afternoon scores of Wyman & Simpson of Augusta.
* * * *
transport and warship masts rose
John C Meehan <fe Son had about
above the horizon and we ren
dezvoused several hundred miles completed the surfacing of the new
from Leyte. Socn there were ships roadway, which is being laid for
on every side. Miles beyond them A C. McLoon & Co., from their
was an unbroken stream of aircraft wharf to the Vinalhaven steam
boat dock when along came that
carriers and other warships.
About 15 minutes before the disastrous hurricane to wash out
scheduled landing the cruiser the fill and surfacing and it all had
moved in toward the beach where to be done over again. When com
pleted there will be a granite sur
Gen. MacArthur was to land.
The roar cf the preliminary face double dTiveway 20 feet wide
bombardment filled the air. W(, and approximately 300 feet long,
could^see shells from the battle- ' Meantime the Snow Marine Cornships exploding in the hills behind P^ny is laying a granite wall and
theprospective beachheads. Thick P*er around the Vinalhaven wharf
columns of smoke rose in the sky. which is destined to become one of
At 9.58 the bombardment moderat the best docks in this locality.
Interest is lent to thi® project by
ed and the first waves of landing
the
fact tliat two government men—
craft hit the shore one minute
brothers,
one a diver—are working
ahead of schedule. The warships
on it.
lifted their fire and shelled behind
• •• •
the advancing troops.
Strewn all along the coast is
With Gen.' MacArthur in the wreckage caused by the hurricane,
barge that carried him ashore
.
and John C. Meehan & Son have
from his cruiser were
1
.
already received m^ny requests to
President Sergio Osmena and Brig replace stone piers and granite
Gen. Carlos Rotnulos, resident com walls.
missioner of the Philippines. They
were returning to lead their coun than two years and I believe they’ll
trymen as soon as the enemy in
vaders have been driven from the be a little softer now. But soft or
not, we’ll get them."
islands.
Lieut. Gen. Richard Sutherland,
the able American chief of staff who ’-S WEST ROCKPORT««
left the Philippines in the black
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kontio and
days of 1942 with Gen. MacAr sons, Henry and David returned
thur, and Lieut Gen. George Ken Thursday from a trip tc Massachu
ney. the tough competent com • setts. The children spent all the
mander of the Far East Air Forces, time with Mrs. Kontio’s sister in
also accompahied the 64-year-old Amesbury, while Mr. and Mrs.
general in the fulfillment cf his Kontio went on to Boston and
Marblehead.
solemn vow to return.
Throughout the vcyage General
Arlene Keller who is studying at
MacArthur, as usual, scorned pre the Qolden School of Beauty Cul
cautions for his personal safety. He ture in Portland spent the week
was asked if he wanted a lifebelt.
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
‘•No thank you." he. replied, “I Henry Keller. She arrived in time
have too much faith in this ship for to attend the high school play in
Rockport.
that.”
It was his third voyage 'aboard I A car from Machias and a Union
this ship. Despite this compliment , car were in collision Thursday about
to a ship which he considers one of , ll a. m. at the junction of West and
the most efficient in the United Rockland streets. The Machias car
States Navy, military men close/t was returning from Portland where
to the general believed that his I the owners had been to get their
disregard of personal danger stems . two children who attend the school
from an implicit belief it is his des- for the deaf there. Beth cars were
tiny to liberate the Philippines and i badly damaged and seme of the
that nothing can happen to pre passengers received
cuts and
bruises.
vent it.
The Japanese have little more
Schcol closed Friday for a vaca
than one division on Leyte, the tion of two weeks. The last day

General said, and American naval was celebrated by having a tree and
and air power will make it impos- ' party with a treat.

sible for them to re-infcrce the
Mr. ar.d Mis. Keith Crockett and
island.
j son, Keith, of Bath have returned
“I am particularly anxious to get here for the Christmas vacation,
at the division which is on Leyte," | The annual Christmas tree at the
General MacArthur said. ‘It's the church will be held tonight at 7.39.
15th, the outfit that did the dirty

work at Bataan. They’ve been liv Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ing off the fat of the land for more
$3.00 a year

Pepsi-Cola Company. Long Island City. N. 1”.
FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

ry/You will find yourself one of the best informed
persons in your community when you read The Christian
Science Monitor regularly. You will find fresh, new viewpoints,
ra fuller, richer understanding of world affairs . . . truthful, accurate,
unbiased news. Write for sample copies today, or send for one•J4 month trial subscription.

5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Tfc* Chrltl-aa Srltnct Pcbluhtar Satiety
One.

Norway

Street.

Boston IS.

I—| Please send free sample copies of The
LJ Christian Science Monitor Including a
copy of your Weekly Magazine Section.

Mus.

I
I
II
•

i—i Please send a one-month trial subecripI— non to The Christian Science Monitor.
for which I enclose . .............................si

I^ADDBISS...
I
....... ........... ............................... ........................................... _j
NAMI_______________________________________ ______________ ____________ I
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OBSERVING GOLDEN WEDDING

A Christmas Carol

Written By Charles Dickens,
Mid Laughter and Tears

• *

My husband, the late William O
Fuller, as all of his iriends knew,
was deeply immersed in the ro
mance, the depth of love in his
character, and the true spirit cf
gentleness in the master of all fic
tion, Charles Dickens. Possibly his

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Grant of Rockland

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Grant of mer Maude Smith, is a native of
5 Fulton street. Rockland, who were the town of Hermon. The Grants
came to Rockland in 1916. Both are
married at West Hampden, Dec. 1 members of the First Baptist
1854, are observing their golden wed .Church.
ding anniversary this week-end.
They have a son, J. Vernon Grant
Mr. Grant was employed 31 years j of Wausau. Wisconsin; two daugh
as a signalman by the Maine Cent ters, Mrs. Carleton L. Merchant
ral Railroad Company, and retired of Rockland, and Mrs. Chester C. !
ten years ago. He was born ln Curtis of Staten Island, N. Y., and
Houlton, while Mrs. Grant, the for I one grandchild. C. Colby Curtis.

A delightful faculty Christmas
party was held Wednesday night
in Room 6 with 42 attending. A
large beautifully decorated tree
laden with suitable gifts fo- all,
and1 other festive decorations lent
much to the occasion, with Mr.
Bowden, personifying Santa Claus,
in the best possible manner. Games
were played, and lovely Christmas
cards were shown on the screen
througn the opaque projector. A
luncheon of sandwiches, apple pie,
ice cream, brownies, coffee, and
candy was served, after which car
ols were sung witli Mrs. Sanbcrn
at the piano.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. H. Laton Jackson, Miss Shir
ley Berry Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Bev
eridge, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Bowden. Miss Mary Brown, Mrs.
Dorothy Coiley, Mr. and Mrs. Craw
ford Gatccmbe, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Grant, Mr. and Mrs. Her
man Hart, Rev. and Mrs. Alfred
Hempstead, Miss Ida Hughes, Mrs.
Carol Jillson, Mrs. Dorothy Lud
wick, Miss Marion Ludwick, Mr
and Mrs. L. Blaine Lymburner, Miss
Relief Nichols, Miss Christine Nor
wood'. Rev. and Mrs. Vaughn Over
man, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pitts,
Mr. and1 Mrs. Joseph Robinson,
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, Mr. and Mrs.
Allston Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Sturtevant, Joseph Blaisdell, Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Holmes, Supt. and
Mrs. Robert Lunt, and Mrs. Cleo
Hopkins.
* • • •
Oliver Curtis has brought into
Junicr Business Training Class a
small Japanese sniper rifle, bolt
action, capacity 5 bullets, sent by

his brother-in-law from the South
Pacific. A bayonet which can be
added to the cille or worn on the
belt was an interesting part of the
weapon, also the kit containing
gun oil, cleaning rods and screw
driver.
* * « •

The Girl’s Glee Clubs presented
the Cantata “Childe Jesus’’ by Kirk
and Clokey, Thursday, in the aud
itorium. The program was directed
by Mrs. R. E. Sanborn, music su
pervisor. The program: “Hark
the Herald Angels Sing," by the as
sembly; scripture led by Jane Per
ry: “The Promise;” “The Annunci
ation," soloist, Jean Young; “The
Apparition," "The
Star," “The
Wise Men,’’ “At the Manger,"
“Mary’s Lullaby," “Song of Devo
tion,” “Childe Jesus." and "Adeste
Fi e’.es." Recitative, by Donald
Marsh. Carlysle Brown, Wayne
Drinkwater, Stanley Walsh, Jack
Passon, and Robert Chatto. Ac
companists, Betty Heming and San
dra Hallowell.
The members of the Glee Clubs;
Barbara Young, Catherine Young,
Lorraine Iott, Maxine Skinner,
Eleanor Curtis, Marilyn Robishaw,
Ruth Skinner. Carolyn Candage,
Celia Kirk. Barbara Allen, Mar
garet Huntley, Helen Paul, Sylvia
Christoffersen, Polly Stevens, Bar
bara Koster. Betty Lou Wellman,
Lois Clark, Corinne Smith. Dorothy
Drinkwater. Barbara Dyer, Joan
Hunt, Joan Ristaino, Ruth Payson,
Ruth Call June Ames. Charlotte
Cowan. Virginia McCaslin, Frannie
Snow, Jeanette Gardner, Priscilla
Anderson. Betty Gray. Beverly
Glendenning. Elaine Achorn, Eliz
abeth MacPhail. Virginia Derby,
Faith Long. Betty O’Brien, Elaine
Glendenning, Marjorie Wescott,
Margaret Valenta, Norma Howard,
Natalie Nash, June Barton, Gayle
Rogers. Lynne Rogers. Greta Nel
son. Lois Rollins Gloria Axtell,
Nathalie Post. Mary Carrillo. Anna
Bullard, Henriella Stiles, Peggy
Packard. Ruth Dorman. Bena Ana
stasia, Norma Bridges, Gloria Stud
ley. Cynthia Knowlton. Kathleen
Paul. Madeline Rubenstien Irene
Anderson. Penny Holt, Jean*Young
Katherine Snow. Nancy Gregory,
Constance Barton, Louise Connolly
Beverly Merchant, Joyce Wotton,
Jean Proctor, Jane Perry. Ruth
Bowley. Barbara
Fuller, Mona
Joyce. Carol Wolcott, Marilyn
Cates and Marion Lunt.
• * • •
Rockland High pupils became the
first in the state to purchase a
Weasel through the buying of War <

■

Bonds and Stamps. The Weasel is
a radical vehicle of war which has
been in secret production for almost
two years, and has just been re
vealed by the War Department. It
is a low-slung square faced, per
sonnel and supply carrier that is
capable of operating over snow,
deep mud. sand or on paved high
ways. The chief reason for the
Weasel's ability to negotiate ter
rain impassible to conventioned
wheeled or track-laying vehicles,
is light weight combined with broad
tracks. Pressure on the ground ex
erted by the Weasel is about onefourth that of a fully equipped in
fantryman.
The engine is located in the
front and at the right of the dri
ver. Weasels are equipped with a
demountable top and camouflaged
in black and white for missions in
snow countries.
I
The school quadrupled a $2000
quota in maintaining 90% mem
bership in the purchase of War
Bonds, which began National Edu
cation week and ended Pearl Har
bor Day. On Monday, Mrs. Lida
Hall Berry of Portland, director of
the Schools at War Program for
Maine, awarded citations for the
achievement at a special assem
bly. Seated on the stage were Su- J
perintendent Lunt, Principal Blais
dell, Sub-master Smith, Chairman
Ernest Munro. Margaret Jackson,
Barbara Brewer, Robert Achorn and
Virginia Jarrell.—Charles Van Fleet

♦ » » •

Mr. Blaisdell “declared an extra
dividend’’ on activity tickets, which
has been well purchased thfs year
when he gave a special assembly to
Senior and Junior High Monday
afternoon. Dr. Marion J. Brad
shaw of the Bangor Theological
Seminary showed colored slides of
beautiful scenes in Maine, accom
panied by descriptive remarks. Dr.
Bradshaw is the author of ‘The
Maine Land" and also a new book,
“The Nature of Maine." Robert
Gatcombe was projectionist.
• < • •
Individual photographs were ta
ken of each member of the Junior
and Senior High, Wednesday
morning, by ‘Wilson Photo” of
Cambridge. These are to be used on
office records.
• • » •

The Junior High Assembly Wed
nesday under the direction of Mr.
Grant, began with a hymn, “Oh,
Come All Ye Faithful;” two selec
tions, “Straight Ahead" by De Lamater and “Merry Maids" by Hitch
cock, were played by the Junior
High Orchestra; devotions led by
Henry Sleeper and a selection,
"Lullaby of the Christ Child" by
Bircsak was sung by the Junior
High Glee Club. The speaker was
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald who
complimented the school briefly on
their fine work with the stamp and
bond drive. Later he showed col
ored films of his trip to the western
part of the United States and of
the Bad Lands of North Dakota.—
Mary IWatkins.
• • • *
Dana C. Cummings, Instructor
of Related Subjects in the Indust
rial and Vocational Department,
attended the Annual Convention of
the American Vocational Associa
tion, at Philadelphia, the theme
being "Reconversion Vocational
Training Conference.”
Dr Alexander J. Stoddard, chair
man of the Educational Policies
Commission advocated a federal
program of more than one billion
dollars annually to provide ade
quate schooling for American youth
after the war. He warned that with
out federal aid it would be impossi
ble to provide education for all
those who should go to high school
or college; He recommended that
these subsidies go also to private
institutions. He also proposed fed
eral funds for building and equip
ping additional high schools and
vocational technical institutes and
a direct subsidy for operating and
maintaining the educational pro
gram for youth from 16 to 21 years
old.
Sectional meetings included those

on Agriculture, Business Education.
Home Economics. Industrial Arts,
Industrial Education, Part-time

Education, and Vocational-Rehabil
itation.
This was a particularly interest
ing time to visit Phila elphia as it
is celebrating the 300th anniver
sary of the founding of the State
by William Penn. The time and
place of this convention was part
icularly a propos because this man
believed in "education for useful em
ployment" and wrote into the laws
that all children in the province
shall be taught some useful trade
or skill.
* • * •
The cantata. "Childe Jesus,"
presented by the Girl's Glee Club.
Thursday, and directed by Mrs.
Sanborn, was enjoyed by the as
semblage. including parents and
friends.
Soloists were Jean Young and An
na Bullard. “Mary’s Lullaby” and
“Christ Childe” were sung by a
special chorus comprised of Carolyn
Howard, Anna Bullard, Barbara
Yeung, Ruth Dorman, Greta Nelson
Jane Perry, Jean Young. Beverly
Merchant Carol Ann Wolcott, Glo
ria Studley, and Ruth Bowley.
The stage was affectively ar
ranged with three large white V's
ir. the background blending with
the white blouses and black skirts
worn by the girls. A huge red can
dle and evergreens comprised the
piano decorations, and candles and
evergreens flanked each side of the
stage. The scenery was attractively
arranged by Manager Douglas
Curtis, Assistant .Ervin Wooster,
and Lawrence Blood, John Brann,
and Leonard Galianc assisted by
Miss Ludwick and Mrs. Robinson.

regard was centered about Dickens’
Christmas
spirit
and
tender
thought of child life.
Growing up in this love and
knowledge of his writings, which to a
very much alive youth of that day,
were truly glamorous, to both mind
and heart, he gathered much in
spiration.
Mr. Fuller delighted in the name
“Boz" and everyone knew Dickens
by that name at that time. It has
been acknowledged that the £irst
known of Dickens’ Christmas Car
ols in this country, came by
steamer, and in a small parcel, sent
by Dickens to his friend. Prof. Pelton of Harvard This was in Janu
ary 1844, and the Cunarder was
the Steamslfip "Britannia." Dick
ens called the parcel “A Carol in
Prose.” All readers of real litera
ture know how instant was the tri
umph of this appeal to the hearts
of the world.
While he 'wrote and composed
the carol, Dickens walked the
streets through night hours laugh
ing at times, and full of tears at
other moments when the pathos of
history overcame his emotions.
It was the regular custom in my
heme to read the Carol on Christ
mas Day, and the day was not com
plete without it. Two years before
Dickens wrote the “Christmas
Carol," he came to America—hand
some, abounding in health and
buoyant personal charm, full of the
joyous appreciation of conquests
and fame, honored toy all with
wh'un he came in contact; sought
by the masses who had heard of
his prowess.
He was like to a whirlwind of
laughter and joyous enthusiastic
charm, and cheer. Dickens loved'
the newness of America. In spite
of some criticisms he made, and we
must all grant they were well taken,
he never lost interest in the many
friends he made in this happy land.
There are lessons to toe learned in
the “Christmas Carol," easily found
when reading with that end in
view. In these days of war and
sorrowing for our brave young, who
are far from us let us not forget

taken Two Iwndred pounders were
common and one animal weighed
well over the 300 pound mark, a
giant of the species.
Shown In Season’s Deer Kill, veritable
The great increase ’in the deer
population in recent years added
But Only Three Better
to the fact that the animals are
/
Years
large and rugged has convinced of
Althoagh Maine's 1944 deer kill ficials that the Maine law which
allows the taking of one deer of
of 21.661 fell 2.747 short of the all either sex is sound.
time high registered last year, it
The experience of Maine gunners
was the fourth largest year in his during the waterfowl season which
tory. The only bigger years were ended Dec. 8 'bears out the pre
season prediction that almost all
in 1940, 1942 and 1943.
species are on the increase. It
Contributing factors in the smal wasn’t, however, a banner year for
ler kill this year as compared with gunners due solely to the unfavor
that of 1943 included a decrease in able weather which was unseason
the deer population in Franklin and ably warm. Flights were late and
northern Oxford Counties occasion the birds stayed offshore to a large
ed by the abnormally heavy snows extent.
The Maine fish-game - warden
in those regions last Winter and
the fact that fewer hunters were in force is slowly getting back to nor- •
mal following the close of the deer
the Maine woods this Fall.
Except in the areas noted, great hunting season.
During that period they almost
numbers of deer remained in the
woods after the season closed assur forgot what a bed looks like as
ing hunters of a good supply of the they are kept on the jump virtually
animals in the future.
. 24 hours a day chasing poachers
A feature of this year's season J and other fish-game law violators,
was the numiber and size of bucks , tramping through the woods look
taken. Normally, about 58 percent ing for lost hunters as well as tak
of the animals shot are bucks but ing care of all their other routine
this year the percentage jumped to
62. Wardens and guides could not duties.
remembeer when larger bucks were

Heavy Falling Ofi

ICGLEN COVEte

the long hard years England has
braved the fight for life and hu
manity; and let us not forget the
author who did so much to abolish
evil ways, all too frequently prac
ticed on children, in the time when
Dickens was growing into manhood.
He exposed these evils to a world
needing reforms. Dickens was fond
of the old-English Christmas Carols
and this one in prose is best of them
all, even if more modern. Dickens
loved to sing—

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sutherland
have moved from the Edwin Hall
apartment, Mrs. Sutherland to her
: former home in Loweh Mass., while
her husband, in the NBvv, will be r'
stationed on Long Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Cousins

and family are occupying Miss
Emily Hall's tenement recently
vacated by Bert McKinney who
moved to Harrington.

God rest ye merry gentlemen, 1
Let nothing you dismay;
Remember Christ our (Savior
Was 'born on Christmas Day,
To save poor souls from Satan's power
Who had been led astray
And 'tis tidings of comfort and Joy
And ca Joy and of Joy
(
And 'tis tidings of comfort and Joy.”
1
—"Old Carol."

—Kathleen S Fuller
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TWO DAY CHRISTMAS SALE!
Wednesday and Thursday .

Scott Super-Bilt
(Registered,

FUR COATS
Let Scott Furriers

Be Your Santa Claus!

• RACCOON-DYED AMER. OPOSSUM
• BEAVER-DYED MOUTON LAMB

• SABLE-BLEND NORTHERN MUSKRAT

• BLACK DYED PERSIAN PAW
• DYED SKUNK GREATCOAT

• SILVER BLEND LETOUT RACCOON
• SABLE-DYED SQUIRREL JACKET

• BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB
• NATURAL GREY RUSSIAN SQUIRREL

• GENUINE SHEARED BEAVER

Furs listed are priced from $129 to $599

Mink or Sable
Blend
Musk-

DO YOUR BIT
BACK THE 6TH
WAR LOAN!

20% Tax
Included

YOUR OLD FUR COAT
Trade it in and we will

give you a liberal al
20% Federal Tax Included

lowance.

Enjoy the Scott Unique

Payment Plan.

Weekly

or monthly payments.

A small deposit reserves your choice of fur.

CUTLER’S
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